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MR. JOHN GREENEWALD, JR.
SUITE 1203
27305 WEST LIVE OAK ROAD
CASTAIC, CA 91384

FOIPA Request No.: 1369316-000
Subject: JAVITS, MARIAN ANN BORRIS

Dear Mr. Greenewald:

The enclosed documents were reviewed under the Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts (FOIPA), Title 5, United States Code, Section 552/552a. Below you will find check boxes under the appropriate statute headings which indicate the types of exemptions asserted to protect information which is exempt from disclosure. The appropriate exemptions are noted on the enclosed pages next to redacted information. In addition, a deleted page information sheet was inserted to indicate where pages were withheld entirely and identify which exemptions were applied. The checked exemption boxes used to withhold information are further explained in the enclosed Explanation of Exemptions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section 552</th>
<th>Section 552a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(b)(1)</td>
<td>(d)(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)(2)</td>
<td>(j)(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)(3)</td>
<td>(k)(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)(4)</td>
<td>(k)(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)(5)</td>
<td>(k)(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
<td>(k)(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)(7)(A)</td>
<td>(k)(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)(7)(B)</td>
<td>(k)(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)(7)(C)</td>
<td>(k)(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)(7)(D)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)(7)(E)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)(7)(F)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)(7)(G)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 U.S.C., § 3024 (j)(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 145 pages were reviewed and 127 pages are being released.

Please see the paragraphs below for relevant information specific to your request as well as the enclosed FBI FOIPA Addendum for standard responses applicable to all requests.

☐ Document(s) were located which originated with, or contained information concerning, other Government Agency (ies) [OGA].

☐ This information has been referred to the OGA(s) for review and direct response to you.

☐ We are consulting with another agency. The FBI will correspond with you regarding this information when the consultation is completed.

Please refer to the enclosed FBI FOIPA Addendum for additional standard responses applicable to your request. “Part 1” of the Addendum includes standard responses that apply to all requests. “Part 2” includes additional standard responses that apply to all requests for records on individuals. “Part 3” includes general information about FBI records that you may find useful. Also enclosed is our Explanation of Exemptions.
For questions regarding our determinations, visit the www.fbi.gov/foia website under “Contact Us.” The FOIPA Request Number listed above has been assigned to your request. Please use this number in all correspondence concerning your request.

You may file an appeal by writing to the Director, Office of Information Policy (OIP), United States Department of Justice, Suite 11050, 1425 New York Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C. 20530-0001, or you may submit an appeal through OIP’s FOIA online portal by creating an account on the following website: https://www.foiaonline.gov/foiaonline/action/public/home. Your appeal must be postmarked or electronically transmitted within ninety (90) days from the date of this letter in order to be considered timely. If you submit your appeal by mail, both the letter and the envelope should be clearly marked “Freedom of Information Act Appeal.” Please cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your request so it may be easily identified.

You may seek dispute resolution services by contacting the Office of Government Information Services (OGIS). The contact information for OGIS is as follows: Office of Government Information Services, National Archives and Records Administration, 8601 Adelphi Road-OGIS, College Park, Maryland 20740-6001, e-mail at ogis@nara.gov; telephone at 202-741-5770; toll free at 1-877-684-6448; or facsimile at 202-741-5769. Alternatively, you may contact the FBI’s FOIA Public Liaison by emailing foipaquestions@fbi.gov. If you submit your dispute resolution correspondence by email, the subject heading should clearly state “Dispute Resolution Services.” Please also cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your request so it may be easily identified.

☑ See additional information which follows.

The enclosed documents represent the final release of information responsive to your FOIPA request. Duplicate copies of the same document were not processed.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David M. Hardy
Section Chief
Record/Information Dissemination Section
Information Management Division

Enclosure(s)
FBI FOIPA Addendum

As referenced in our letter responding to your Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts (FOIPA) request, the FBI FOIPA Addendum includes information applicable to your request. Part 1 of the Addendum includes standard responses that apply to all requests. Part 2 includes additional standard responses that apply to all requests for records on individuals. Part 3 includes general information about FBI records. For questions regarding Parts 1, 2, or 3, visit the www.fbi.gov/foia website under “Contact Us.” Previously mentioned appeal and dispute resolution services are also available at the web address.

Part 1: The standard responses below apply to all requests:

(i) **5 U.S.C. § 552(c).** Congress excluded three categories of law enforcement and national security records from the requirements of the FOIA [5 U.S.C. § 552(c) (2006 & Supp. IV (2010)]. FBI responses are limited to those records subject to the requirements of the FOIA. Additional information about the FBI and the FOIPA can be found on the www.fbi.gov/foia website.

(ii) **National Security/Intelligence Records.** The FBI can neither confirm nor deny the existence of national security and foreign intelligence records pursuant to FOIA exemptions (b)(1), (b)(3), and PA exemption (j)(2) as applicable to requests for records about individuals [5 U.S.C. §§ 552/552a (b)(1), (b)(3), and (j)(2); 50 U.S.C § 3024(i)(1)]. The mere acknowledgment of the existence or nonexistence of such records is itself a classified fact protected by FOIA exemption (b)(1) and/or would reveal intelligence sources, methods, or activities protected by exemption (b)(3) [50 USC § 3024(i)(1)]. This is a standard response and should not be read to indicate that national security or foreign intelligence records do or do not exist.

Part 2: The standard responses below apply to all requests for records on individuals:

(i) **Requests for Records about Any Individual—Watch Lists.** The FBI can neither confirm nor deny the existence of any individual’s name on a watch list pursuant to FOIA exemption (b)(7)(E) and PA exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C. §§ 552/552a (b)(7)(E), (j)(2)]. This is a standard response and should not be read to indicate that watch list records do or do not exist.

(ii) **Requests for Records for Incarcerated Individuals.** The FBI can neither confirm nor deny the existence of records which could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any incarcerated individual pursuant to FOIA exemptions (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F), and PA exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C. §§ 552/552a (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F), and (j)(2)]. This is a standard response and should not be read to indicate that such records do or do not exist.

Part 3: General Information:

(i) **Record Searches.** The Record/Information Dissemination Section (RIDS) searches for reasonably described records by searching those systems or locations where responsive records would reasonably be found. A reasonable search normally consists of a search for main files in the Central Records System (CRS), an extensive system of records consisting of applicant, investigative, intelligence, personnel, administrative, and general files compiled and maintained by the FBI in the course of fulfilling law enforcement, intelligence, and administrative functions. The CRS spans the entire FBI organization and encompasses the records of FBI Headquarters (FBIHQ), FBI Field Offices, and FBI Legal Attaché Offices (Legats) worldwide and includes Electronic Surveillance (ELSUR) records. For additional information about our record searches visit www.fbi.gov/services/information-management/foipa/requesting-fbi-records.

(ii) **FBI Records.** Founded in 1908, the FBI carries out a dual law enforcement and national security mission. As part of this dual mission, the FBI creates and maintains records on various subjects; however, the FBI does not maintain records on every person, subject, or entity.

(iii) **Requests for Criminal History Records or Rap Sheets.** The Criminal Justice Information Services (CJIS) Division provides Identity History Summary Checks - often referred to as a criminal history record or rap sheets. These criminal history records are not the same as material in an investigative “FBI file.” An Identity History Summary Check is a listing of information taken from fingerprint cards and documents submitted to the FBI in connection with arrests, federal employment, naturalization, or military service. For a fee, individuals can request a copy of their Identity History Summary Check. Forms and directions can be accessed at www.fbi.gov/about-us/cjis/identity-history-summary-checks. Additionally, requests can be submitted electronically at www.edo.cjis.gov. For additional information, please contact CJIS directly at (304) 625-5590.

(iv) **The National Name Check Program (NNCP).** The mission of NNCP is to analyze and report information in response to name check requests received from federal agencies, for the purpose of protecting the United States from foreign and domestic threats to national security. Please be advised that this is a service provided to other federal agencies. Private citizens cannot request a name check.
EXPLANATION OF EXEMPTIONS

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552

(b)(1) (A) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign policy and (B) are in fact properly classified to such Executive order;

(b)(2) related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency;

(b)(3) specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than section 552b of this title), provided that such statute (A) requires that the matters be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on issue, or (B) establishes particular criteria for withholding or refers to particular types of matters to be withheld;

(b)(4) trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential;

(b)(5) inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with the agency;

(b)(6) personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy;

(b)(7) records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such law enforcement records or information (A) could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings, (B) would deprive a person of a right to a fair trial or an impartial adjudication, (C) could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, (D) could reasonably be expected to disclose the identity of a confidential source, including a State, local, or foreign agency or authority or any private institution which furnished information on a confidential basis, and, in the case of record or information compiled by a criminal law enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation, or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence investigation, information furnished by a confidential source, (E) would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if such disclosure could reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law, or (F) could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any individual;

(b)(8) contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of an agency responsible for the regulation or supervision of financial institutions; or

(b)(9) geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells.

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552a

(d)(5) information compiled in reasonable anticipation of a civil action proceeding;

(j)(2) material reporting investigative efforts pertaining to the enforcement of criminal law including efforts to prevent, control, or reduce crime or apprehend criminals;

(k)(1) information which is currently and properly classified pursuant to an Executive order in the interest of the national defense or foreign policy, for example, information involving intelligence sources or methods;

(k)(2) investigatory material compiled for law enforcement purposes, other than criminal, which did not result in loss of a right, benefit or privilege under Federal programs, or which would identify a source who furnished information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence;

(k)(3) material maintained in connection with providing protective services to the President of the United States or any other individual pursuant to the authority of Title 18, United States Code, Section 3056;

(k)(4) required by statute to be maintained and used solely as statistical records;

(k)(5) investigatory material compiled solely for the purpose of determining suitability, eligibility, or qualifications for Federal civilian employment or for access to classified information, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person who furnished information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence;

(k)(6) testing or examination material used to determine individual qualifications for appointment or promotion in Federal Government service the release of which would compromise the testing or examination process;

(k)(7) material used to determine potential for promotion in the armed services, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person who furnished the material pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence.

FBI/DOJ
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JAVITS, JACOB</td>
<td>7/56</td>
<td>62-0-40526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAVITS, JACOB</td>
<td>12/54</td>
<td>67-1777-2035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAVITS, JACOB (HONORABLE)</td>
<td>8/56</td>
<td>77-1376*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a/k/a JACOB K. JAVITS</td>
<td>9/56</td>
<td>100-7629-286p2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attorney General of NY</td>
<td></td>
<td>100-91313-48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100-55157-27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAVITS, JACOB (VIC)</td>
<td>9/70</td>
<td>9-5531*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(JACOB R. JAVITS)
File No. 9-7156-1A
Date Received 5/11/76
From FBI LAB
(NAME OF CONTRIBUTOR)

(ADDRESS OF CONTRIBUTOR)

To Be Returned □ Yes Receipt Given □ Yes
□ No

Description:

Handwriting Samples
of unsent in 9-6386

Compared with unsent in
this case.

(See also 859)
Federal Edith F. Federal Place
Foley, N.Y. C.
N.Y.C. July 12, 1975

It is a great pleasure to write you this letter, to let you know what we think of you, and your qualifications as a judge.

The writer of the letter is a Christian, who has been influenced by Christianity. He feels that you are a noble person and that you have done a great deal of good for your country.

I hope you will consider this letter carefully and give it the attention it deserves. I am sure you will find it to be a helpful guide in your work as a judge.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

[Address]
Did you get, as it did other, like Wolfgang Friedmann, The kid German? His bag, lawyer from Columbia University, when was stab but to death by 4, nags in a mugging. There's a old French, when you do anything to him, he will return back to your year. Someone you again you will cut your leader throat yet, it's hard for the heel, ascending in Albany, dat want capital punishment tested? And lacks the age of criminal juvenile delinquents, minority, does this? Why your fidens, reports, you...to Schneider, no false. Ant. Your due, police St. there's a day, when the clock public will catch up with year, like it did in their...day. We close your...handbooks.
File No. 9-36-142
Date Received
From
(NAME OF CONTRIBUTOR)
(ADDRESS OF CONTRIBUTOR)
AND STATED
(NAME OF SPECIAL AGENT)
To Be Returned ☐ Yes ☐ No
Receipt Given ☐ Yes ☐ No
Description:
Threatening Letter
Unsealed
Personal

Maren Jovits

6

Minka Jovits

Washington D.C.
AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
ATTENTION FBI LABORATORY

FROM: SAC, WFO (9-3866) (P)

UNSUB: Threatening Letter
Postmarked 1/19/76
Brooklyn, New York, 112;
MARION JAVITS and
Senator JACOB K. JAVITS;
Victims
EXT (00:NY)

Enclosed for the Bureau is the original and three xerox copies of threatening letter addressed to MARION JAVITS, c/o Senator JAVITS, Washington, D. C., postmarked 1/19/76, Brooklyn, New York, 112.

Enclosed for New York are two xerox copies of letter.

The threat consists of:

"You and your husband are marked for death."

The Bureau has instructed that this matter must receive vigorous and continuous attention until fully resolved. A summary teletype, from the Office of Origin, must reach the Bureau by Close of Business (COB) 2/20/76, immediately followed by an LHM, from the Office of Origin, suitable for dissemination.

3- Bureau (Eng. 4)
2- New York (Eng. 2)
2- WFO (1-66-3029)

JEJ: mj1
(7)
WFO 9-3866

This material was received on 1/21/76 from Security, Senator JAVITS Office by SA Liaison, Bureau Headquarters. USSS has made a check of their name and visual files of previously submitted letters with negative results.

USSS is conducting an investigation to further identify the unknown subject so that it can be determined if he is a danger to government dignitaries protected by them.

On 1/21/76, SA advised the following individuals of the threat:

US Capitol Police, WDC.
SA USSS, Liaison Division, WDC.
Officer Intelligence Division, MPD, WDC.

REQUEST OF THE BUREAU

The Laboratory Division is requested to search this material through the Anonymous Letter File and conduct other appropriate examination. Lab furnish results expeditiously to Office of Origin.

Identification Division is requested to process material for latent fingerprints. Furnish results expeditiously to the Office of Origin.

LEADS

NEW YORK

AT BROOKLYN, NEW YORK: (1) Present to USA for prosecutive opinion.

(2) Notify local authorities and local USSS office.
WFO 9-3866

(3) Submit summary teletype to Bureau by COB 2/20/76, immediately followed by LHM (or report if appropriate) suitable for dissemination. Insure WFO furnished copy so USSS H.Q. may be advised if USA authorizes.

WASHINGTON FIELD

AT WASHINGTON, D. C.: Telephonically notify USSS of prosecutive opinion of USA upon receipt of same from Office of Origin.

For the information of the Bureau this matter was detained due to the priority attention given the by WFO during the past 3 weeks.
REPORT
of the
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION
LATENT FINGERPRINT SECTION

YOUR FILE NO. 9-3866
FBI FILE NO. B-25808
LATENT CASE NO. Februrary 11, 1976

TO: SAC, WFO

RE: UNSUB.; THREATENING LETTER
POSTMARKED 1-19-76, BROOKLYN,
NEW YORK, 112, MARION JAVITS
AND SENATOR JACOB K. JAVITS -
VICTIMS, EXT

REFERENCE: Airtel 2-2-76
EXAMINATION REQUESTED BY: WFO
SPECIMENS: Q1, envelope
Q2, paper bearing handwriting

No latent prints of value developed on enclosed
specimens, which are further described in a separate report.

Enc. (2)
2 - New York

Clarence M. Kelley, Director

THIS REPORT IS FURNISHED FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TO: CHIEF CLERK</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Social Security Account #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARY JANE JONES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aliases</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Birth Date</th>
<th>Birthplace</th>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Sex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exact Spelling</th>
<th>All References</th>
<th>Main Criminal Case Files Only</th>
<th>Criminal References Only</th>
<th>Restrict to Locality of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Subversive Case Files Only</th>
<th>Subversive References Only</th>
<th>Main Subversive (If no Main, list all Subversive References)</th>
<th>Main Criminal (If no Main, list all Criminal References)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File &amp; Serial Number</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
<th>File &amp; Serial Number</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 - 9996X</td>
<td></td>
<td>1208 021</td>
<td>3/52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Review Symbols:
- I - Identical
- U - Unavailable reference
- NI - Not identical
- NI - Not identical

Requested by: [Signature]
Squad: [Signature]
Extension: [Signature]
File No.: [Signature]

Search by: [Signature]
Consolidated by: [Signature]
Reviewed by: [Signature]

(Date) 2/4/76

TO: CHIEF CLERK

Subject

Social Security Account #

Aliases

Address

Birth Date Birthplace Race Sex

File & Serial Number Remarks

Requested by

Squad Extension File No.

Searcher by

Consolidated by

Reviewed by

File Review Symbols

- I - Identical 7 - Not-Identifiable
- NI - Not Identical U - Unavailable reference
REPORT
of the
FBI LABORATORY

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535

To: SAC, Washington Field Office (9-3866)  February 6, 1976

From: Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation

FBI FILE NO.

LAB. NO. D-760203085 CJ

Re: YOUR NO.

The material described below has been searched in the following file without effecting an identification:
Anonymous Letter File

Copies have been added to this file for future reference.

MATERIAL SUBMITTED:

Q1 Envelope bearing handwritten address "Marian Javits c/o Senator Javits Washington DC"

Q2 Sheet of paper bearing handwriting beginning "You Jew basted..."

OO: New York

Reference airtel dated 2/2/76

The submitted material is being returned with the results of the latent fingerprint examination.

(2) New York
2/20/76

AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
(ATT: FBI LAB)

FROM: ADIC, NEW YORK (9-7156)

SUBJECT: UNSUB; Threatening Letter
Postmarked 1/19/76
Brooklyn, NY, 112;
MARION JAVITS AND
SENATOR JACOB K. JAVITS - VICTIMS
EXTORTION
(00:NY)

New Airtel to the Bureau, 2/20/76.

On 2/20/76, Detective NYCPD, Intelligence Division, NY, NY, and US Secret Service, NY, NY, were advised of captioned letter.

On 2/20/76, Postal Inspector, NY, NY, advised that letters containing postmarks with the zip code 112 are automatically postmarked at the Federal Post Office, Brooklyn, NY, therefore, no postal employee would have had contact with the sender of captioned letter.

The NY Division will not present this case to the USA's Office in the EDNY until the Laboratory results are furnished to the NY Division.

The FBI Lab is requested to compare the handwriting in this case with the handwriting of an unsub in NY file 9-6386 captioned "UNSUB aka KKK; MORRIS E. LASKER, US Federal Judge, SDNY - Victim", Lab numbers FC-100356QB and D-750725017HW.

3 - Bureau
   (1 - FBI Lab)
2 - Washington Field (9-3866)
1 - New York
   CLDI>acr
(7) 112
1 - Supv. #21

2/7156-5
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TO: SAC:</th>
<th>TO LEGAT:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Albany</td>
<td>Beirut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albuquerque</td>
<td>Bern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandria</td>
<td>Bonn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchorage</td>
<td>Brasilia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>Buenos Aires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>Caracas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birmingham</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffalo</td>
<td>Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butte</td>
<td>Manila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlotte</td>
<td>Mexico City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Ottawa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati</td>
<td>Paris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>Rome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>Tel Aviv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>Tokyo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>Washington Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Paso</td>
<td>Quantico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honolulu</td>
<td>Norfolk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>New Orleans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York City</td>
<td>Oklahoma City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omaha</td>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>Richmond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacramento</td>
<td>San Antonio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego</td>
<td>San Francisco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan</td>
<td>Savannah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>Springfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa</td>
<td>Washington Field</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RE:** airtel to Bureau 2/20/76

Unsub Threatening Letter

Postmarked 11/9/76

make Javits and

Senator Jacob K. Javits

NY (9-7156)

**Remarks:** The lab is requested to compare the handwriting in referenced case with the handwriting of an unsub in NY file 9-6386 - Bureau file 9-5696. The photographs 1-3 are not presently available to make a comparison. Please submit evidence in this case in care of D-7602240, 29 Q5

**Date:** 3/12/76

**Enc.** Bufile

**Urfile**
DIRECTOR, FBI
(ATTENTION: FBI LABORATORY
LABORATORY NUMBER D-760224029QJ)
ADIC, NEW YORK (9-7156) (P)

UNSUB;
Threatening Letter
Postmarked 1/19/76
Brooklyn, New York;
MARION JAVITS and
SENATOR JACOB K. JAVITS -
VICTIMS
EXTORTION
(OO: NY)

ReNYairtel to the Bureau, dated 2/20/76.

As per the FBI Laboratory's request, enclosed herewith
are two xerox copies of Specimens Q1-Q3, that relate to
NYfile 9-6386, Bufile 9-56965.

It should be noted the original specimens are so
badly blurred due to Bureau fingerprint examination that
copies made prior to this examination have been enclosed
herewith for a comparison with unknown subject of this case.

3 - Bureau (Encls. 2)
(1 - FBI Laboratory)
New York

CLD:mas
(5)
To: ADIC, New York (9-7156)

From: Director, FBI

FBI FILE NO. 9-61017

LAB. NO. D-760224029 QJ

D-760329051 QJ

May 7, 1976

UNSUB; Threatening Letter Postmarked 1/19/76

Re: Brooklyn, NY, 112; MARION JAVITS AND SENATOR JACOB K. JAVITS - VICTIMS: EXTORTION

OO: New York

Examination requested by: New York

Reference: Airtel 2/20/76 and letter 3/24/76

Examination requested: Document

Remarks:

Enclosures (3) (2 Lab report, ALSO SUBMITTED items)
New York, New York
July 9, 1976

Unknown Subject:
Threatening Letter, Postmarked
January 19, 1976
Brooklyn, New York 112
Marion Javits and Senator Jacob K. Javits -
Victims;
Extortion

On January 21, 1976, Security, Senator Jacob Javits' Office, Washington, D.C., made available to Special Agent (SA) Liaison, Bureau Headquarters, the following threatening letter and envelope that was mailed to Senator and Mrs. Javits:

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
This is wishing you fucking lousy Jew.
You mentioned your good intentions and your plans to keep busy. I hope they are fruitful and that the community will benefit from them. We are glad to hear you will be working in Washington this fall.

Your comment about the French-Cuban talks is interesting. It would be good to have all the facts and to understand the positions of both countries. We will keep you informed of any developments.

The town seems to be the same. We have seen a lot of guests, and the weather has been good. The people have been friendly, and we hope you will enjoy your stay as much as we have.
Unknown Subject:
Threatening Letter, Postmarked
January 19, 1976
Brooklyn, New York 112
Marion Javits and Senator Jacob K. Javits - Victims

On January 21, 1976, the following agencies were contacted in Washington, D.C., regarding Senator and Mrs. Javits receiving the above mentioned threatening letter:

United States Capital Police

United States Secret Service
Liaison Division

Metropolitan Police Department
Intelligence Division

On February 20, 1976, the following agencies were contacted in New York (NY), NY, regarding the threatening letter sent to Senator and Mrs. Javits:

United States Postal Inspector
NY, NY

New York City Police Department
Intelligence Division
NY, NY

United States Secret Service
NY, NY

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Laboratory report which follows, reflects latent fingerprint examination. Also, the Document Section furnished results of handwriting comparisons between unknown subject, who sent a threatening letter to United States District Judge Morris K. Lasker and the writer of the aforementioned threatening letter sent to Senator and Mrs. Javits:
To: SAC, Washington Field Office (9-3866)

From: Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation

To: SAC, Washington Field Office (9-3866)

February 6, 1976

FBI FILE NO. D-760203085 QJ

LAB. NO. 

YOUR NO. 

UNSUB, Threatening Letter
Postmarked 1/19/76, Brooklyn, New York, 112; MARION JAVITS and Senator JACOB K. JAVITS; VICTIMS; EXTORTION

GO: New York

Reference - airtel dated 2/2/76

The material described below has been searched in the following file without effecting an identification: Anonymous Letter File

Copies have been added to this file for future reference.

The submitted material is being returned with the results of the latent fingerprint examination.

MATERIAL SUBMITTED:

Q1 Envelope bearing handwritten address "Marian Javits c/o Senator Javits Washington DC"

Q2 Sheet of paper bearing handwriting beginning "You Jew basted"

2 - New York
REPORT of the

FBI LABORATORY

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535

To: ADIC, New York (9-7156)  May 7, 1976

UNSUB; Threatening Letter
Postmarked 1/19/76
Brooklyn, NY, 112;
Re: MARION JAVITS AND
SENATOR JACOB K. JAVITS -
VICTIMS:
EXTORTION

FBI FILE NO. 9-61017
LAB. NO. D-760224029 QJ
D-760329051 QJ

Request received 2/23/76 from ADIC, New York under cover of communication dated 2/20/76 (D-760224029 QJ):

Request comparison of handwriting in this case with the questioned writings in the case captioned "UNSUB aka KKK; MORRIS E. LASKER, US Federal Judge, SDNY - Victim"

Request received 3/26/76 from ADIC, New York under cover of letter dated 3/24/76 (D-760329051 QJ):

Request comparison of handwriting in this case with questioned writings in the case captioned "UNSUB, aka KKK; MORRIS E. LASKER, US Federal Judge, SDNY - Victim"

ALSO SUBMITTED ITEMS: Photocopies of Q3 through Q5 in case entitled "UNSUB, aka, KKK; MORRIS E. LASKER, US Federal Judge, SDNY - VICTIM"

Result of examination:

The questioned writings on Q1 and Q2 in this case are not sufficiently comparable with the questioned writings in the case entitled "UNSUB, aka KKK; MORRIS E. LASKER, US Federal Judge, SDNY - Victim" to permit an adequate comparison to be made.

The ALSO SUBMITTED photocopies are returned herewith.
DIRECTOR, FBI

ADIC, NEW YORK (9-7156) (C)

UNSUB;
Threatening Letter,
Postmarked 1/19/76
Brooklyn, NY, 112;
MARION JAVITS AND SENATOR JACOB K. JAVITS — VICTIMS
EXTORTION
(00: NY)

ReBule to NY, dated 5/7/76.

Enclosed herewith, is one original and five (5) copies of an LHM, that reflects investigation conducted as the result of a threatening letter sent to Senator and Mrs. JACOB K. JAVITS.

The NY Division is conducting no further investigation into this matter, but will reinstate investigation immediately if additional information regarding this case should come to the Bureau's attention.

FILE

Copies sent to 176. 010. 515.
3-5-5-6t. 7/11/76
CLOSE ON THIS

2 - Bureau (Encls. 6)
1 - New York

CLD: das
(3)
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

TO: SAC NY
FROM: SAC WFO

DATE: 11-11-77

SUBJECT: File Destruction Program

Enclosed are 3 items. These items are forwarded your office since:

☐ All logical investigation completed in this Division
☒ You were OO at the time our case was RUC’d.

Enclosures are described as follows:

1A - 1 filed see 1A
1 lab report filed see 12/13
7-7156-14

NOTE: DO NOT BLOCK STAMP ORIGINAL ENCLOSURES.
Total Deleted Page(s) = 10
Page 4 ~ Duplicate;
Page 23 ~ b6; b7C; b7E;
Page 29 ~ b3; b6; b7C; b7E;
Page 30 ~ b3; b6; b7C; b7E;
Page 87 ~ Duplicate;
Page 88 ~ Duplicate;
Page 89 ~ Duplicate;
Page 90 ~ Duplicate;
Page 102 ~ b6; b7C; b7D;
Page 103 ~ b6; b7C; b7D;

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X Deleted Page(s) X
X No Duplication Fee X
X For this Page X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
TO: FBI, LIAISON

FROM: 

SUBJECT: FBI Investigations

Subject's Name: JAVITS, MARIAN BORRIS
SSN: 122-14-3534
Date of Birth: 01/19/25
Place of Birth: Detroit, Michigan
Present Address: 322 East 57th Street, New York, NY 10022

We request: 

- Copy of Previous Report
- Name Check
- Expanded Name Check
- Full Field Investigation: Level I, Level II, Level III
- Limited-Update
- Other

The person named above is being considered for:

- White House Staff Position
- Presidential Appointment
  *PA - Not for Senate Confirmation

Attachments: 

- SF 86
- SF 87, Fingerprint Card
- SF 86, Supplement

Remarks/Special Instructions:

PA - Christopher Columbus Quincentenary Jubilee

EXPANDED NAME CHECK: OCT 1 1991

A search of the records of appropriate United States Attorney's Offices, the central records at FBI Headquarters, the records of the Identification Division, the files of appropriate field offices, as well as appropriate computer data bases, did not identify any pertinent information identifiable with the subject of the inquiry (based on the data provided) in addition to the results of prior background investigation(s), and/or Expanded Name Check(s), and/or regular name check(s), provided herewith dated: March 14, 1979.

Assistant Director
Criminal Investigative Division

141-14145
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

March 14, 1979

MARION ANN JAVITS

THE INVESTIGATION OF MRS. JAVITS COVERED INQUIRIES IN THE CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES AND CANADA AS TO HER CHARACTER, LOYALTY, AND GENERAL STANDING, BUT NO INQUIRIES WERE MADE AS TO THE SOURCES OF HER INCOME.

Birth

Mrs. Javits was born on January 19, 1925, in Detroit, Michigan, as Marion Ann Borris.

Education

Mrs. Javits attended James Monroe High School, Bronx, New York, from September, 1939, to June, 1942, receiving a diploma.

Mrs. Javits successfully completed an extension course offered by the University of Washington, Seattle, Washington, in 1944.

In addition, during the period from 1951 to 1953, she was enrolled in various noncredit courses at Columbia University, New York, New York.

Employment

From February, 1974, to February, 1976, Mrs. Javits was employed by the public relations firm of Ruder and Finn, Incorporated, New York, New York, as a contractual consultant.

Mrs. Javits has indicated that in addition to the aforementioned employment, she has been periodically self-employed and performing the duties of a homemaker in New York, New York.
Marion Ann Javits

Marital Status

Mrs. Javits is married to Senator Jacob K. Javits and they reside in Apartment 12A at 322 East 57th Street, New York, New York.

Interviews

Fifteen persons, consisting of former supervisors and co-workers, references, associates, and social acquaintances, were interviewed. They advised Mrs. Javits is a loyal American whose character, reputation, and associates are above reproach. She was described as responsible, gifted, attractive, stable, effective, and trustworthy. It was stated Mrs. Javits is a diligent, intelligent, and straightforward individual who is very active in various community projects. It was also stated Mrs. Javits has a deep interest in the arts and public affairs. In addition, she was described as imaginative and creative, and an interesting individual who is "full of vitality." They highly recommended her for a position of trust and responsibility.

Among those interviewed are the following:

Edward I. Koch, Mayor of the City of New York, New York

Close Relatives

Mrs. Javits' parents, Morris and Clara K. Borris, are deceased. In addition to her husband, mentioned previously, Mrs. Javits has the following living close relatives:
Marion Ann Javits

Sister

Leona Lemming
Reportedly residing in
Vancouver, Canada

Persons interviewed during this inquiry who are acquainted with Mrs. Javits' close relatives advised they are reputable individuals.

Based on the background information furnished by Mrs. Javits and on investigation, she has no known close relatives residing in Iron Curtain countries.

Credit and Arrest Checks

Information has been received from appropriate credit reporting agencies indicating their files contain either no record or no additional pertinent information concerning Mrs. Javits.

Information has been received from appropriate law enforcement agencies indicating their files contain no record concerning Mrs. Javits or her close relatives, except the following:
Marion Ann Javits

Agency Checks

Information has been received from the United States Secret Service and The White House Office indicating their files contain no record concerning Mrs. Javits.

The central files of the FBI, including the files of the Identification Division, contain no additional pertinent information concerning Mrs. Javits.
### Federal Bureau of Investigation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reporting Office</th>
<th>Office of Origin</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Investigative Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York Bureau</td>
<td></td>
<td>9/25/91</td>
<td>9/17/91 - 9/25/91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title of Case</th>
<th>Report Made By</th>
<th>Typing By</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marian Boris Javits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKA: Mrs. Jacob Koppel Javits</td>
<td></td>
<td>amw</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bufacsimile to New York dated 9/17/91.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Administrative

All individuals interviewed were advised of the provisions of the Privacy Act of 1974; those desiring confidentiality are so noted.

On 9/23/91 Special Clerks [Redacted] and reviewed the New York Office General, Elsur and CIFU indices respectively and found nothing positively identifiable with the candidate.

---

### Dissemination Record of Attached Report

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Request Recd.</th>
<th>Date Fwd.</th>
<th>How Fwd.</th>
<th>By</th>
<th>Notations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

*Notations*
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Copy to:  
Report of:  
Date:

AC

Office: NEW YORK

September 25, 1991

Field Office File #: 161b-HQ-14145

Bureau File #: 161B-HQ-14145

Title:
MARIAN BORRIS JAVITS
AKA: MRS. JACOB KOPPLE JAVITS

Character:
SPECIAL INQUIRY

Synopsis:
Federal Prosecutive action check negative.

-RUC-
On September 19, 1991 the Office of the USA, EDNY and SDNY, were contacted regarding MARIAN BORRIS JAVITS, AKA: MRS JACOB KOPPLE JAVITS.

Both Criminal and Civil Divisions were contacted and a review of the pending and closed records revealed no record pertaining to MARIAN BORRIS JAVITS, AKA: MRS. JACOB KOPPLE JAVITS.
SPIN UNIT
FBIHQ

CLASSIFICATION

PRECEDENCE

☐ Immediate
☐ Priority
☐ Routine

☐ Top Secret
☐ Secret
☐ Confidential
☐ Sensitive
☐ Unclassified

Time Transmitted: __________
Sender's Initials: __________
Number of Pages: __________

To: FBI, NY
(Name of Office)

Date: 9-17-91

Facsimile number:

Attn: 161 SUPERVISOR
(Name Room Telephone No.)

From: DIRECTOR, FBI (161 B - 14145)
(Name of Office)

Subject: MARIAN BORRIS JANITS

SPIN-ENC

BUDED: 9-26-91

Special Handling Instructions: PLEASE HAND CARRY TO

161 SUPERVISOR

Originator's Name: Telephone: 2568

Originator's Facsimile Number: 2574

Approved:__________________

FBI DOCU
SEPTEMBER 17, 1991

FM DIRECTOR FBI (161B-HQ-14145)

TO FBI NEW YORK/PRIORITY/

BT

UNCLAS

SUBJECT: MARIAN BORRIS JAVITS; AKA: MRS. JACOB KOPPEL JAVITS;
SPIN-EXPANDED NAME CHECK (ENC); BUDED: SEPTEMBER 26, 1991

BUREAU HAS BEEN REQUESTED TO CONDUCT ENC ON APPOINTEE.

APPOINTEE'S DPOB: JANUARY 19, 1925, IN DETROIT, MICHIGAN; SSAN
122-14-3534; RESIDES AT 322 EAST 57TH STREET, NEW YORK, NEW YORK;
SELF-EMPLOYED AS A CONSULTANT AND AS PRESIDENT AND CEO OF THE
JACOB K. JAVITS FOUNDATION, INC., NEW YORK, NEW YORK. APPOINTEE
WAS THE SUBJECT OF A PREVIOUS FULL FIELD BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION
CONDUCTED IN MARCH, 1979, SEE YOUR FILE 161-6565.

LEADS: NEW YORK IS TO (1) SEARCH APPOINTEE IN GENERAL,
ELSUR, CONFIDENTIAL, AND ANY SPECIAL INDICES MAINTAINED AND
CONDUCT APPROPRIATE FILE REVIEWS. (2) CHECK APPROPRIATE U.S.
ATTORNEY'S OFFICE FOR APPOINTEE'S INVOLVEMENT AS DEFENDANT IN ANY
FEDERAL CRIMINAL OR CIVIL MATTER, CURRENT OR PAST.

SUBMIT RESULTS VIA TELETYPE ATTENTION: PSS

SPIN UNIT, ROOM 4371, EXT. 2568. IF POSITIVE, ALSO
ADVISE VIA TELEPHONE IMMEDIATELY AND FORWARD COPIES OF PERTINENT
DOCUMENTS VIA AIRTEL OR FACSIMILE, EXT. 2574, TO ARRIVE BY BUDED.
SPECIAL INQUIRY UNIT
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
RECORDS/OPERATIONS SECTIONS

DATE: 09/17/91

X NAME SEARCHING UNIT, TL# 121
X FORWARD TO FILE REVIEW, TL# 143
RETURN TO: ROOM 4371, TL# 114, EXT. 2568

SCOPE OF SEARCH: NARROWED (ADB)

TYPE OF SEARCH REQUESTED: ALL REFERENCES (SECURITY & CRIMINAL)

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
- EXACT NAME ONLY (ON THE NOSE)
- VARIATIONS

SUBJECT: * JAVITS, MARIAN, BORRIS * 
AKA(S): * MRS. JACOB KOPPEL JAVITS *
BIRTHDATE & PLACE: * 01/19/25; DETROIT, MI *
SSN: * 122-14-3534 *
CURRENT ADDRESS: 322 EAST 57TH ST
NEW YORK, NY 10022

R# DATE SEARCHER INITIALS 9/18/91 9/18/91
PRDB.

FILE NUMBER SERIAL IDENT ADB INACT DATE

R&D: 3-1-79 (141-1499, ext date) * * *

Married B

190-49261 Unmarried

9-41017 dead

---
SUBJECT: MARIAN BORRIS JAVITS

THE BUREAU HAS BEEN REQUESTED TO CONDUCT AN EXPEDITE BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION OF THE ABOVE-CAPTIONED SUBJECT, WHO IS BEING CONSIDERED FOR PRESIDENTIAL APPOINTMENT. YOU ARE REQUESTED TO CHECK APPROPRIATE INDICES BASED UPON AVAILABLE INFORMATION CONCERNING SUBJECT, EMPLOYMENT, AND ALL CLOSE RELATIVES. IT IS REQUESTED THAT THE RESULTS OF YOUR CHECK, WHETHER POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE, BE INDICATED IN THE SPACES PROVIDED BELOW, AND RELAYED TO THE SPECIAL INQUIRY UNIT, RM 4371, VIA ROUTING SLIP MARKED 'URGENT'.

SUBJECT IS DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
RESULT NAME: MARIAN BORRIS JAVITS
DOB: 01/19/25
POB: DETROIT, MI
SSAN: 122-14-3534
CURRENT ADDRESS: 322 EAST 57TH ST
NEW YORK, NY 10022
EMPLOYMENT: JACOB K. JAVITS FOUNDATION, INC.
NEW YORK, NY

CLOSE RELATIVES
RESULT NAME
DOB
RESIDENCE

CHECK CONDUCTED BY: ____________________________ ON __________
Applicant must give below all places of residence during the past FIVE years:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From (Month and year)</th>
<th>To (Month and year)</th>
<th>Number and Street</th>
<th>City and State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sept 1943</td>
<td>Sept 1943</td>
<td>321 N. Sierra Bonita</td>
<td>Los Angeles, Calif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 1937</td>
<td>July 1943</td>
<td>960 One St. John</td>
<td>New York, N.Y.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since neither fingerprints nor an identifying number which is indexed in our files accompanied your request, FBI cannot guarantee that an individual is the one whom you are inquiring about.

Applicant must give, in his own handwriting, the information requested below:

Have you ever been arrested for any reason whatsoever? (Yes or no)

If so, give details in space provided below, listing all the cases without any exception:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of Arrest</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Charge</th>
<th>Court and Location</th>
<th>Judge</th>
<th>Disposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Have you ever been fingerprinted? Yes


If for the Civil Service, what position?

NAME Borris Marie A.

Position to which appointed CAF-2, Jr. Clk. Steno.

Department and Bureau Base Hqs., Air Corps

Location Army Air Base, Blythe, Calif.

**RIGHT HAND**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Thumb" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Index Finger" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Middle Finger" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Ring Finger" /></td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Little Finger" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LEFT HAND**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Thumb" /></td>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Index Finger" /></td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Middle Finger" /></td>
<td><img src="image9" alt="Ring Finger" /></td>
<td><img src="image10" alt="Little Finger" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Classified Assembled

Searched Verified

Index Card Answered

Note Amputations

Four Fingers Taken Simultaneously

Left Hand

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L. Thumb</th>
<th>R. Thumb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image11" alt="L. Thumb" /></td>
<td><img src="image12" alt="R. Thumb" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Right Hand

4-23-13

Rescreen 3-6-74 9:24

Form Jan 1941. Applicant must fill blanks on back regarding places of residence and must give other information requested.
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 13, 1991

TO: FBI, LIAISON

FROM: 

SUBJECT: FBI Investigations

Subject's Name JAVITS, MARIAN BORRIS SSN: 122-14-3534

Date of Birth 01/19/25 Place of Birth Detroit, Michigan

Present Address 322 East 57th Street, New York, NY 10022

We request: 

_______ Copy of Previous Report

_______ Name Check

_______ Expanded Name Check

_______ Full Field Investigation: Level I__ Level II__ Level III__

_______ Limited Update

_______ Other

The person named above is being considered for:

_______ White House Staff Position

_______ Presidential Appointment

*PA - Not for Senate Confirmation

Attachments:

_______ SF 86

_______ SF 87, Fingerprint Card

_______ SF 86, Supplement

Remarks/Special Instructions:

PA - Christopher Columbus Quincentenary Jubilee
I have maintained my own Consultant Firm for Business, Managed Seminars and Professional Business Sessions, Public Affairs and the Arts on matters relating to Business Image and Development, Art and Art Acquisition, the Development and Implementation of Seminars and Other Presentations. These past years I have served as President and CEO of the Jacob K. Javits Foundation, Inc.

CLIENTS SERVED:
Belding, Heminway Company, Inc.
British Broadcasting Corporation
Broadside Art, Inc.
Conoco Towers, Texas
Iran Airlines
Jacob K. Javits Foundation, Inc.
New York Telephone Company
Olivetti
Pan-American Airlines
Republic National Bank of New York
Touche Ross & Company
Trans World Airlines
Warner Communications
BOARDS OF TRUSTEES:

Fashion Institute of Technology
Jacob K. Javits Foundation, Inc.
New York City Council on the Arts
Save the Children Council
New York School of Psychiatry

BOARDS OF ADVISORS:

President Johnson
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT ON THE HUMANITIES
Education Committee

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT OF THE ARTS
Visual Arts Committee

Secretary of State Kissinger
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S CONFERENCE in Mexico
Appointed to represent the United States

President Carter
White House Panel: De-Institutionalization and
Rehabilitation Program for the Mentally Ill

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT ON THE ARTS:
Visual Arts Panel

President Reagan
Japan-United States Friendship Commission
MARKETING, PUBLISHING & TEACHING:

Art Consultant for U.S. Corporations

DEVELOPED:

American Banknote Company patent rights which resulted in holographic emblem on Visa Card and National Geographic magazine cover.

DIRECTED:

EXPERIMENTAL CENTER FOR THE ARTS
A study with a grant from the Rockefeller Brothers Foundation

PUBLISHED:

BROADSIDE ART, INC

"SENATOR'S WIFE" column for the New York Post

"CLASS OF '46" with T.V. script

TAUGHT:

NEW SCHOOL OF SOCIAL RESEARCH
"Communications and Public Relations"
Special Inquiry Unit
Field Office Information Management System (FOIMS) Search Form

Analyst: ___________________________ Ext. ______

Subject: JDITS________________________ BUDED: ________

CHECK APPROPRIATE FOIMS INDICES BASED UPON AVAILABLE
INFORMATION CONCERNING SUBJECT'S RESIDENCE, EMPLOYMENT, AND
EDUCATION. INDICATE RESULTS, WHETHER POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE, IN
THE SPACES PROVIDED BELOW.

Subject is described as follows:

Name: ________________________________
Nee: ________________________________
DOB: ________________________________
POB: ________________________________
SSAN: ________________________________
Current Address: ________________________________
Employment: ________________________________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FO RESULT</th>
<th>FO RESULT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Check conducted by: ___________________________, on 9-17
THE BUREAU HAS BEEN REQUESTED TO CONDUCT AN EXPEDITED BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION OF THE ABOVE-CAPTIONED SUBJECT, WHO IS BEING CONSIDERED FOR PRESIDENTIAL APPOINTMENT. YOU ARE REQUESTED TO CHECK APPROPRIATE INDICES BASED UPON AVAILABLE INFORMATION CONCERNING SUBJECT, EMPLOYMENT, AND ALL CLOSE RELATIVES. IT IS REQUESTED THAT THE RESULTS OF YOUR CHECK, WHETHER POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE, BE INDICATED IN THE SPACES PROVIDED BELOW, AND RELAYED TO THE SPECIAL INQUIRY UNIT, RM 4371, VIA ROUTING SLIP MARKED 'URGENT'.

SUBJECT IS DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
RESULT NAME: MARIAN BORRIS JAVITS
DOB: 01/19/25
POB: DETROIT, MI
SSAN: 122-14-3534
CURRENT ADDRESS: 322 EAST 57TH ST
NEW YORK, NY 10022
EMPLOYMENT: JACOB K. JAVITS FOUNDATION, INC.
NEW YORK, NY

SELF-EMPLOYED AS A CONSULTANT

CLOSE RELATIVES
RESULT NAME
DOB
RESIDENCE

CHECK CONDUCTED BY: _____________________________ ON _____________________________
QW.DCFBIWAA6.NAM/JAVITS,M B

DCFBIWAA6
NO NCIC WANT SOC/122143534
NO NCIC WANT DOB/011925 NAM/JAVITS,M B

QW.DCFBIWAA6.NAM/JAVITS,J K MRS

DCFBIWAA6
NO NCIC WANT SOC/122143534
NO NCIC WANT DOB/011925 NAM/JAVITS,J K MRS
INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN HAS BEEN COLLABORATED FROM SENSITIVE MATERIAL, THE DISCLOSURE AND/OR DESTRUCTION OF WHICH MAY BE SUBJECT TO COURT ORDER.

NOTE: No determination is made by FBIHQ as to whether or not the attached records are identical with the subject(s) of your search request. That determination and any resultant leads are the responsibility of the requesting division.

In the event attached search results require a communication to the office originating the record, you are requested to direct a copy of the communication to the ELSUR Index Subunit at FBIHQ for administrative purposes.
TO: INFORMATION MANAGEMENT DIVISION, ELSUR INDEX
ROOM 4997, TL 114

FROM: X CIO LCD INTO _ RMS OTHER

DATE: 09/17/91

PRIORITY: EXPEDITE, WILL PICK UP;
ROUTINE

DATE NEEDED: 09/23/91

REQUEST FOR SEARCH OF ELSUR INDEX FOR THE PURPOSE OF:

- TITLE III APPLICATION
- FISC APPLICATION
- LEGAL MOTION (DOJ)
- FIOPA
- FBI
- DEA
- X SPIN/DAPLI
- SPU
- INVESTIGATIVE LEAD
- OTHER

(ONE OF THE ABOVE MUST BE CHECKED BEFORE SEARCH WILL BE CONDUCTED.)

REQUESTING/AUTHORIZING AGENT COMPLETE AND RETURN TO:

NAME NAME EXT. ROOM TL#

NAME; TELEPHONE #; VIN; OR ADDRESS TO BE SEARCHED

MARIAN BORRIS JAVITS

KNOWN ALIASES

NEE- BORRIS
AKA- [MRS. JACOB] KOPP) (JAVITS)

SEARCH RESULTS

BUFILE: 1618-14145

DATE: 9/24/91
 blackjack

FM DIRECTOR FBI

TO FBI WASHINGTON FIELD PRIORITY
FBI ALEXANDRIA PRIORITY
FBI CHARLOTTE PRIORITY
FBI LOS ANGELES PRIORITY
FBI NEW YORK PRIORITY
FBI SAN FRANCISCO PRIORITY
FBI SEATTLE PRIORITY
LEGAL ATTACHE OTTAWA PRIORITY

BT

UNCLAS

ENCLOSURE FOR WASHINGTON FIELD forwarded BSM.

MARIAN ANN JAVITS, NEE BORRIS, AKA MRS. JACOB KOPPEL JAVITS.

SPECIAL INQUIRY, BUREAUF MARCII 7, 1979, WITHOUT FAIL. [B]

BUREAUF HAS BEEN REQUESTED TO CONDUCT EXPEDITED INVESTI-
GATION OF JAVITS FOR PRESIDENTIAL APPOINTMENT, POSITION NOT
INDICATED.

NOTE: REQUEST RECEIVED TODAY FROM

FEDERAL BUREAUF OF INVESTIGATION

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

MAR. 2, 1979

RETURN TO MR. NELSON, ROOM 3117.
BORN JANUARY 19, 1925, DETROIT, MICHIGAN. HAS SSN 122-14-3534.

MRS. JAVITS' HUSBAND IS A UNITED STATES SENATOR FROM NEW YORK.

RESIDENCES: 1947 TO PRESENT, NEW YORK CITY. HAS RESIDED SINCE 1972 AT 322 EAST 57TH STREET, APARTMENT 12.

NEW YORK SHOULD NOT CONDUCT NEIGHBORHOOD INVESTIGATION BEYOND THAT NECESSARY TO VERIFY RESIDENCE. IF IN YOUR JUDGEMENT, NEIGHBORHOOD INVESTIGATION FOR SOME REASON BECOMES NECESSARY, FIRST CONTACT FBIHQ.

APPOINTEE INDICATES ONLY ONE EMPLOYMENT, WITH RUDER AND FINN.

DATES NOT INDICATED.

APPOINTEE INDICATES THAT FOR SOME YEARS SHE HAS OPERATED HER OWN BUSINESS, BUT DID NOT FURNISH ANY DETAILS.

EDUCATION: JAMES MONROE HIGH SCHOOL, BOYNTON AVENUE, [CITY NOT INDICATED, BUT PRESUMED TO BE NEW YORK], 1939 TO 1942, GRADUATED. EXTENSION COURSES, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON, 1945; COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK, 1947. NO COLLEGE DEGREES INDICATED.
CLOSE RELATIVES: PARENTS, MORRIS AND CLARA BORRIS, DECEASED. SPOUSE, SENATOR JAVITS, BORN MAY 18, 1904, NEW YORK CITY, RESIDES IN WASHINGTON AND NEW YORK; NO STREET ADDRESSES FOR FOLLOWING:

SISTER, LEONA LEMMING, BORN 1917, RESIDES VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA.

REFERENCES AND ASSOCIATES: ALL IN NEW YORK CITY UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED: BUSINESS, HOME,

NEW YORK MAKE INITIAL ATTEMPT TO LOCATE AND INTERVIEW NEW YORK PROMPTLY CONTACT APPOINTEE AND/OR OTHER SOURCES, TO OBTAIN FOLLOWING INFORMATION: RESIDENCE HISTORY FROM 1942 TO 1949. NO NEIGHBORHOOD INVESTIGATIONS ARE NECESSARY FOR THAT PERIOD, BUT IF RESIDENCES WERE NOT IN

DO NOT TYPE MESSAGE BELOW THIS LINE
NEW YORK CITY, ADDITIONAL CREDIT AND POLICE CHECK LEADS

SHOULD BE SET OUT; PERTINENT DETAILS OF APPOINTEE'S BUSINESS ENTERPRISE MUST BE OBTAINED, AND PERSONS KNOWLEDGEABLE OF HER BUSINESS ACTIVITIES INTERVIEWED; OBTAIN SPECIFIC STREET ADDRESSES FOR AND SISTER; ADVISE APPROPRIATE OFFICES.

LEGAL ATTACHE OTTAWA, THROUGH YOUR SOURCES, ATTEMPT TO VERIFY RESIDENCE OF SISTER, AND CONDUCT LOGICAL POLICE AGENCY CHECKS.

NEW YORK, AS PRINCIPAL OFFICE, INSURE THAT NOT LESS THAN THIRTY TO THIRTY-FIVE PERSONS, KNOWLEDGEABLE OF APPOINTEE, ARE INTERVIEWED.

ALEXANDRIA

BACKGROUND DATA AND RECORDS RELEASE FOLLOW BY AIRTEL.

DUE TO URGENT NATURE OF REQUEST IT IS IMPERATIVE BUDED BE MET WITHOUT FAIL.

SPIN
MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE
Washington
February 22, 1979

TO: FBI, LIAISON

FROM: [Blank]

SUBJECT: FBI INVESTIGATIONS

Subject's Name: JAVITS, MARIAN ANN

Date of Birth: 1/19/25  Place of Birth: Detroit, Michigan

Present Address: 322 East 57th Street # 12 New York, New York

We request: _______ Copy of Previous Report

Name Check

Full Field Investigation

The person named above is being considered for:

White House Staff Position

Presidential Appointment

Attachments:

SF 86 1  2
SF 87, Fingerprint Card
Biography

Remarks: [Handwritten notes: Digit-Tel to WFO, AX, CE, LA, NN, SF, SE, LEGAT, OTTAWA 2-28-79 14145-1 ENCLOSED]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INSTRUCTIONS.</strong> Prepare in triplicate, using a typewriter. Fill in all items. If the answer is &quot;No&quot; or &quot;None,&quot; so state. If more space is needed for any item, continue under item 36.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| **1. FULL NAME:** Full name (last name) (first name) (middle name) |
| **2. DATE OF BIRTH:** 1/19/25 |

**OTHER NAMES USED:** (Medial name, names by former marriage, former names changed legally or otherwise, aliases, nicknames, etc. Specify which, and show dates used.)

**MARIAN ANN JAVITS**

Maiden name 1/19/25 to 11/30/47

**5. HEIGHT:** 5'16"

**6. WEIGHT:** 125 lbs

**7. COLOR EYES:** Brox

**8. COLOR HAIR:** hurl

**6. **

| **9. DATES AND PLACES OF RESIDENCE:** and go back to January 1, 1937. If actual places of residence differ from the mailing addresses, furnish and identify both. **10. EMPLOYMENT:** and address all the employment I have engaged in during my married life; I have had my own business during that period. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>NAME OF SCHOOL</strong></th>
<th>FROM (Year)</th>
<th>TO (Year)</th>
<th>DEGREES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>James Monroe H.S., Boynton Ave., 1939-1942</td>
<td>1942</td>
<td>Diploma NY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extension Courses, University of Washington</td>
<td>1945</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia University</td>
<td>1947</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **11. THIS SPACE FOR FBI USE.** (See also item 3P.) |

| **12. SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:** 122-14-3534 |

| **13. MILITARY SERVICE:** (Past or present) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SERIAL NO.</strong></th>
<th><strong>BRANCH OF SERVICE</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(If none, give grade and rating at separation)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Army, Navy, Air Force, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FROM (yr.)</td>
<td>TO (yr.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **14. HAVE YOU EVER BEEN DISCHARGED FROM THE ARMED FORCES UNDER OTHER THAN HONORABLE CONDITIONS?**  | **YES**  |

**15. EMPLOYMENT:** (List ALL employment dates starting with your present employment. Give both month and year for all dates. Show ALL dates and addresses when unemployed. Give name under which employed if different from name now used.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>NAME OF EMPLOYER, (Firm Name, or agency)</strong></th>
<th><strong>ADDRESS</strong></th>
<th><strong>TYPE OF WORK</strong></th>
<th><strong>REASON FOR LEAVING</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ruder &amp; Finn, 110 E. 58 St.</td>
<td>NY, NY</td>
<td><strong>NY</strong></td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
24. MEMBERSHIP IN OTHER ORGANIZATIONS: (List all organizations in which you are now a member or have been a member, except those which show religious or political affiliations.) (If none, so state.)

NAME IN FULL: None

ADDRESS: None

TYPE: None

FROM: None

TO: None

OFFICE HELD: None

25. RELATIVES: (Parents, spouse, divorced spouse, children, brothers, and sisters, living or dead. Name of spouse should include maiden name and any other names by previous marriage. If person is dead, state "dead" after relationship and furnish information for other columns as of time of death.)

RELATION: Mother, Dead
NAME: Clara Krellman
YEAR OF BIRTH: 1887
COUNTRY OF BIRTH: Russia
PRESENT CITIZENSHIP: U.S.A

RELATION: Father, Dead
NAME: Morris Borris
YEAR OF BIRTH: 1877
COUNTRY OF BIRTH: Russia
PRESENT CITIZENSHIP: U.S.A

RELATION: Spouse
NAME: Jacob Koppel Javits
YEAR OF BIRTH: 1904
COUNTRY OF BIRTH: U.S.A

RELATION: Sister
NAME: Leona Lemming
YEAR OF BIRTH: 1917
COUNTRY OF BIRTH: Vancouver, Canada
PRESENT CITIZENSHIP: Canada

26a. REFERENCES: (Name three persons, not relatives or employees, who are aware of your qualifications and fitness.)

NAME IN FULL: None

HOME ADDRESS: None

BUSINESS ADDRESS: None

YEARS KNOWN: None

27. BACKGROUND PERSONAL INVESTIGATION BY ANY AGENCY OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT: (Indicate the name of the investigating agency.)

DATE: None

28. TO YOUR KNOWLEDGE, HAVE YOU EVER BEEN THE SUBJECT OF A FULL FIELD OR BACKGROUND PERSONAL INVESTIGATION BY ANY AGENCY OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT? (If your answer is "Yes," show in Item 26, (1) the name of the investigating agency (2) the approximate date of investigation, and (3) whether security clearance granted, if known.)

#27 No known investigations although have served on the panel for the National Endowment of the Arts and on the National Institute of Mental Health

29. REPORT OF INFORMATION DEVELOPED. (This space reserved for FBI use.)

DATE: None

INSTRUCTIONS TO AGENCY: See Federal Personnel Manual Chapter 756 and FPM Supplement 206-31, Appendix A, for details on when this form is required and how it is used. If this is a request for investigation before appointment, insert "APPL" in the space for Date of Appointment. If this is a request for preappointment national agency checks, submit these forms to the attention of the Control Section. If this is a request for full field security investigation, submit these forms to the attention of the Division of Reimbursable Investigations; if this is a request for preappointment national agency checks, submit these forms to the attention of the Control Section. The original and the first carbon copy should be signed by the applicant or appointee. Submit the original and the unsigned carbon copy of the form, Standard Form 86 (Fingerprint Chart), and any investigative information about the person received on voucher forms or otherwise, to the United States Civil Service Commission, Bureau of Personnel Investigations, Washington, D.C., 20415. Before signing this form check back over it to make sure you have answered all questions fully and correctly.

CERTIFICATION

I CERTIFY that the statements made by me on this form are true, complete, and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief, and are made in good faith.

False statement on this form is punishable by law.

INFORMATION TO BE FURNISHED BY AGENCY

INSTRUCTIONS TO AGENCY: See Federal Personnel Manual Chapter 756 and FPM Supplement 206-31, Appendix A, for details on when this form is required and how it is used. If this is a request for investigation before appointment, insert "APPL" in the space for Date of Appointment and show information about the proposed appointment in the other spaces for appointment data. If this is a request for full field security investigation, submit these forms to the attention of the Division of Reimbursable Investigations; if this is a request for preappointment national agency checks, submit these forms to the attention of the Control Section. If this is a request for preappointment national agency checks, submit these forms to the attention of the Control Section. The original and the first carbon copy should be signed by the applicant or appointee. Submit the original and the unsigned carbon copy of the form, Standard Form 87 (Fingerprint Chart), and any investigative information about the person received on voucher forms or otherwise, to the United States Civil Service Commission, Bureau of Personnel Investigations, Washington, D.C., 20415. If this is a request for full field security investigation, submit these forms to the attention of the Division of Reimbursable Investigations; if this is a request for preappointment national agency checks, submit these forms to the attention of the Control Section.

RETURN THE CARBON COPY OF STANDARD FORM 86 (SIGNED BY THE APPLICANT OR APPOINTED) FOR YOUR FILES

DATE OF APPOINTMENT: None

TYPE OF APPOINTMENT: None

CIVIL SERVICE REGULATION NUMBER OR OTHER APPOINTMENT AUTHORITY: None

TITLE OF POSITION AND GRADE OR SALARY: None

DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY: None

DUTY STATION: None

SEND RESULTS OF PREAPPOINTMENT CHECK TO: None

DATE: None

INSTRUCTIONS TO AGENCY: See Federal Personnel Manual Chapter 756 and FPM Supplement 206-31, Appendix A, for details on when this form is required and how it is used. If this is a request for investigation before appointment, insert "APPL" in the space for Date of Appointment. If this is a request for preappointment national agency checks, submit these forms to the attention of the Control Section.

This Is A Sensitive Position

(Designation and Title of Authority)
AUTHORITY TO RELEASE INFORMATION

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

I hereby authorize any Special Agent or other authorized representative of the Federal Bureau of Investigation bearing this release, or copy thereof, within one year of its date, to obtain any information in your files pertaining to my educational records including, but not limited to, academic, achievement, attendance, athletic, personal history, and disciplinary records; employment records; and credit records. I hereby direct you to release such information upon request of the bearer. This release is executed with full knowledge and understanding that the information is for the official use of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Consent is granted for the FBI to furnish such information, as is described above, to third parties in the course of fulfilling its official responsibilities. I hereby release you, as the custodian of such records, and any school, college, university, or other educational institution, credit bureau or consumer reporting agency, including its officers, employees, or related personnel, both individually and collectively, from any and all liability for damages of whatever kind, which may at any time result to me, my heirs, family or associates because of compliance with this authorization and request to release information, or any attempt to comply with it. Should there by any question as to the validity of this release, you may contact me as indicated below:

Full Name: ____________________________
Signature: ____________________________

Full Name: MARIAN B. JAVITS
Type or print name: ______________________

Parent or Guardian: ______________________
(if required): __________________________

Date: February 8, 1979

Current Address: 322 East 57th Street, Apt. 12
New York, New York 10022

Telephone Number: 212-832-7070
4-22·(Rev. 12-22-76)
FEDERAL BUREA.U OF INVESTIGATION
Records Branch

MAR 1 1979

Name Searching Unit, 4543 JEH-FBI Bldg.
Service Unit, 4654 JEH-FBI Bldg.
Forward to 311 7
Attention 5670
Return to Room Ext.

Type of Search Requested:
- Restricted Search Not Applied
- All Reference (Subversive & Nonsubversive)
- Subversive Search
- Nonsubversive Search
- Main References Only

Special Instructions:
- Restricted to Locality of
- Exact Name Only (On the Noose)
- Building
- Variations

Nets: Doreis

Aka: MRS. Jacob Koppel Javits
Subject: Javits, Marie Ann
Birthdate & Place
Address: MAR 1 1979

Localities

R# File Date Initials 324
Prod. 42-77-27-24/6-83-2
42-1044/6-Albany Capital
9-6/1017
1/2-104/16-48/10/79
Joanne Elam
12-104/16-28/3
100-53/15-3-232
Marion Zie
1/3-4/296-34/387
Annmarie Banie (Wm)
190-0-2790
188-22/345-10
100-6-279/1-26
62-6/14/44-188
62-101164-5

MAR 2 1979
Search Slip

Subj: Javits Marcus

Supervisor: 

Room: 

R#: 

Date: 

Initial: B24

Prod: 

FILE NUMBER: b3

SERIAL: b7E

157-270-924

Jewell 

5/2-6/6

100-3-116-445

FBI/DOJ
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Records Branch
MAR 1 1979

☑ Name Searching Unit, 4543 JEH-FBI Bldg.
☑ Service Unit, 4654 JEH-FBI Bldg.
☑ Forward to
☑ Attention
☑ Return to

3/17 562
Room Ext.

Type of Search Requested:
☑ Restricted Search Not Applied
☑ All Reference (Subversive & Nonsubversive)
☑ Subversive Search
☑ Nonsubversive Search
☑ Main References Only

Special Instructions:
☑ Restricted to Locality of
☑ Exact Name Only (On the Nose)
☑ Buildup
☑ Variations

Subject
Birthdate & Place
Address
Localities
R# Date Searcher Initials
Prod.

FILE NUMBER SERIAL

FBI/DOJ

MAR 2 1979
| Name Searching Unit, 4543 JEH-FBI Bldg. | ☑ | ☐ |
| Service Unit, 4654 JEH-FBI Bldg. | ☐ | ☑ |
| ☑ | ☑ | ☐ |

**Type of Search Requested:**

| ☑ Restricted Search | ☑ Not Applied |
| ☐ All Reference (Subversive & Nonsubversive) | ☑ Subversive Search |
| ☐ Nonsubversive Search | ☑ Main References Only |

**Special Instructions:**

| ☑ Restricted to Locality of | ☑ Exact Name Only (On the Nose) |
| ☐ Buildup | ☑ Variations |

**Subject**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BORIS</th>
<th>MORRIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Birthdate & Place**

| 1877 | Russia |

**Address**

| Deceased |

**Localities**

| 3/1 |

**R#**

| 40 |

**Prod.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FILE NUMBER</th>
<th>SERIAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☑</td>
<td>b6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☑</td>
<td>b7C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MAR 2 1978**
**FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION**

**Records Branch**

**MAR 1 1979**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Search Requested:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☑ Restricted Search Not Applied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ All Reference (Subversive &amp; Nonsubversive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Subversive Search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Nonsubversive Search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Main References Only</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Special Instructions:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☑ Restricted to Locality of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☑ Exact Name Only (On the Nose)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Buildup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Variations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>LEMMING, LEONA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Birthdate &amp; Place</td>
<td>1917, Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>VANCOUVER, CANADA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Localities</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R#</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>3/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prod.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FILE NUMBER**

**MAR 2 1979**

**FBI/DOJ**
UNCLASSIFIED
SECTION ONE OF TWO SECTIONS
"CHANGED"; MARION ANN JAVITS NEE BORRIS, AKA MRS. JACOB KOPPEL JAVITS; SPECIAL INQUIRY; BUDED MARCH 3, 1979 (B)

TITLE MARKED CHANGED TO REFLECT CORRECT SPELLING OF APPOINTEE’S FIRST NAME AS MARION AS ADVISED BY AND AS REFLECTED IN NEWSPAPER ARTICLE APPEARING IN "NEW YORK TIMES" NEWSPAPER DATED MARCH 2, 1979. APPOINTEE’S FIRST NAME IS ALSO REFLECTED AS MARION "WHO’S WHO IN AMERICA", 38TH EDITION, AND IN COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY’S SCHOLASTIC RECORDS.

ADMINISTRATIVE

IT IS TO BE NOTED 66 JUN 11 1979.
EDUCATION

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK, NEW YORK - ON MARCH 7, 1979,

REDACTED HER RECORDS REFLECT THE FOLLOWING NAMES USED BY APPOINTEE: MARION JAVITS, MARION B. JAVITS, MARION A. JAVITS. SHE ADVISED HER RECORDS REFLECT THE FOLLOWING RESIDENCES OF APPOINTEE: SUMMER, 1948, 730 RIVERSIDE DRIVE, NYC; SPRING, FALL, 1951, AND SPRING, 1953, 450 RIVERSIDE DRIVE, NYC. HER RECORDS REFLECTED APPOINTEE'S HUSBAND'S NAME AS JACOB K. JAVITS. RECORDS REFLECTED APPOINTEE PREVIOUSLY ATTENDED JAMES MONROE HIGH SCHOOL, BRONX, NEW YORK, FROM 1939 TO 1942 RECEIVING A DIPLOMA IN 1942. RECORDS ALSO REFLECT APPOINTEE ATTENDED UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON, SEATTLE, IN 1945. NO EMPLOYMENTS WERE INDICATED; APPOINTEE'S OCCUPATION IS LISTED AS HOUSEWIFE. ADVISED APPOINTEE REGISTERED FOR SEVERAL COURSES DURING SUMMER SESSION, 1948, BUT DID NOT ATTEND. SHE ADVISED RECORDS ALSO REFLECTED APPOINTEE REGISTERED FOR ONE
PAGE THREE  UNCLASSIFIED

NON-MATRICULATED, NON-CREDIT COURSE IN ACTING FOR FALL SEMESTER, 1951. NO GRADE REFLECTED. APPOINTEE REGISTERED FOR NON-CREDIT COURSE ENTITLED "PAINTING FOR BEGINNERS", SPRING SEMESTER, 1953, BUT NEVER ATTENDED. APPOINTEE REGISTERED FOR NON-CREDIT LECTURE COURSE IN PSYCHIATRIC FACTORS AND HUMAN RELATIONS IN SPRING, 1951. NO FURTHER DETAILS.

ON MARCH 7, 1979, [PROTECT IDENTITY BY REQUEST] ADVISED SPECIAL AGENT SENATOR JACOB JAVITS. SHE ADVISED SHE HAS BEEN ACQUAINTED WITH APPOINTEE, MARION JAVITS AND HER HUSBAND JACOB JAVITS FOR APPROXIMATELY 30 YEARS. SHE ADVISED TO THE BEST OF HER KNOWLEDGE SPELLING OF APPOINTEE'S FIRST NAME IS MARION. SHE ADVISED APPOINTEE IS OF EXCELLENT CHARACTER AND HER INTEGRITY IS UNQUESTIONABLE. SHE ADVISED SHE HAS NO REASON TO DOUBT APPOINTEE'S OR HER HUSBAND'S LOYALTY TO THE UNITED STATES. SHE ADVISED APPOINTEE HAS WHO ARE OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUALS OF GOOD REPUTATION. SHE ADVISED SHE KNEW APPOINTEE'S MOTHER
WHO IS NOW DECEASED, BUT WAS NOT FAMILIAR WITH APPOINTEE'S FATHER. SHE ADVISED MOTHER ENJOYED AN EXCELLENT REPUTATION.

SHE ADVISED APPOINTEE IS A VERY ATTRACTIVE AND GIFTED WOMAN. SHE STATED APPOINTEE PAINTS, AND SHE BELIEVES APPOINTEE HAS DONE SOME ACTING. SHE ADVISED SHE IS UNAWARE OF ANY FORMAL BUSINESS APPOINTEE MAY BE ENGAGED IN. SHE ADVISED APPOINTEE IS CONSIDERABLY YOUNGER THAN HER HUSBAND BUT HER MARRIAGE HAS BEEN VERY SUCCESSFUL. SHE ADVISED APPOINTEE ASSOCIATES WITH RATHER PROMINENT INDIVIDUALS WITH WHOM SHE IS PERSONALLY UNFAMILIAR. SHE ADVISED SHE COULD NOT SUGGEST ANYONE ELSE WHO WAS ACQUAINTED WITH APPOINTEE. SHE ADVISED SHE IS AWARE OF NOTHING OF AN ADVERSE OR DEROGATORY NATURE CONCERNING APPOINTEE AND WOULD RECOMMEND HER FOR A POSITION OF TRUST AND CONFIDENCE WITH THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT.

NEIGHBORHOOD

322 EAST 57TH STREET, NEW YORK, NEW YORK - ON MARCH 7, 1979,
RESIDES AT 322 EAST 57TH STREET, IN APARTMENT 12A.

ASSOCIATES

ON MARCH 8, 1979, [REDACTED] ADVISED SHE HAS KNOWN APPOINTEE FOR 25-30 YEARS. SHE ADVISED SHE HAS NEVER HAD REASON TO QUESTION APPOINTEE'S INTEGRITY OR CHARACTER NOR HAS SHE HAD REASON TO QUESTION HER LOYALTY TO THE UNITED STATES. SHE ADVISED APPOINTEE ENJOYS A GOOD REPUTATION AND SHE IS AWARE OF NOTHING OF AN ADVERSE OR DEROGATORY NATURE CONCERNING HER. SHE ADVISED APPOINTEE IS A GOOD WIFE AND MOTHER WHO SHE HAS NEVER KNOWN TO ACT IMPROPERLY OR TO ABUSE INTOXICANTS. SHE ADVISED APPOINTEE IS VERY MUCH INTERESTED IN THE ARTS AND GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS. SHE FURTHER DESCRIBED APPOINTEE AS BEING BRIGHT, INTELLIGENT, AND KNOWLEDGABLE. SHE ADVISED SHE IS AWARE OF NOTHING CONCERNING APPOINTEE WHICH, IF IT WERE TO BECOME PUBLIC, WOULD CAUSE EMBARRASSMENT TO HER OR THE POSITION FOR WHICH SHE IS BEING CONSIDERED. SHE ADVISED SHE WOULD VERY HIGHLY RECOMMEND APPOINTEE FOR A SENSITIVE AND RESPONSIBLE POSITION WITH THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT.
PAGE SIX UNCLAS

ON MARCH 8, 1979, ADVISED SHE HAS KNOWN APPOINTEE PRIMARILY ON A SOCIAL BASIS FOR TWENTY-FIVE YEARS. SHE ADVISED SHE HAD WORKED FOR SENATOR JAVITS IN THE PAST. SHE ADVISED SHE HAS NEVER HAD REASON TO QUESTION APPOINTEE'S INTEGRITY OR CHARACTER NOR HAS SHE HAD REASON TO QUESTION HER LOYALTY TO THE UNITED STATES. SHE ADVISED APPOINTEE LEADS A VERY OPEN LIFE, ALL HER ACTIVITIES ARE WELL PUBLICIZED, AND SHE IS AWARE OF NOTHING IF IT WERE TO BECOME PUBLIC, WOULD CAUSE EMBARRASSMENT TO APPOINTEE OR THE POSITION FOR WHICH SHE IS BEING CONSIDERED. SHE ADVISED SHE WOULD RECOMMEND APPOINTEE FOR ANY SENSITIVE AND RESPONSIBLE POSITION WITH THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT FOR WHICH SHE IS APPROPRIATELY QUALIFIED.

ON MARCH 8, 1979, ADVISED HE HAS KNOWN APPOINTEE FOR APPROXIMATELY TWENTY YEARS. HE ADVISED APPOINTEE HAS BEEN A VERY LOYAL AND HELPFUL FAMILY FRIEND IN THE PAST. HE ADVISED APPOINTEE ENJOYS AN EXCELLENT REPUTATION
"CHANGED"; MARION ANN JAVITS NEE BORRIS, AKA MRS. JACOB KOPPEL JAVITS; SPECIAL INQUIRY; BUDED MARCH 3, 1979 (B)

AND HE HAS NEVER KNOWN HER TO ASSOCIATE WITH ANYONE OF QUESTIONABLE CHARACTER. HE ADVISED HE IS AWARE OF NOTHING OF AN ADVERSE NATURE REGARDING APPOINTEE WHICH WOULD PRECLUDE HER FROM A RESPONSIBLE GOVERNMENT POSITION. HE ADVISED APPOINTEE APPEARS TO BE AN EMOTIONALLY STABLE AND RESPONSIBLE INDIVIDUAL. HE ADVISED HE IS AWARE OF NOTHING IN APPOINTEE'S BACKGROUND WHICH, IF IT WERE TO BECOME PUBLIC, WOULD CAUSE HER EMBARRASSMENT. HE ADVISED HE WOULD RECOMMEND APPOINTEE FOR A SENSITIVE AND TRUSTWORTHY POSITION WITH THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT. HE COULD SUGGEST NO ONE ELSE FAMILIAR WITH APPOINTEE.

ON MARCH 8, 1979, EDWARD I. KOCH, MAYOR, CITY OF NEW YORK, ADVISED HE BECAME FAMILIAR WITH A APPOINTEE THROUGH HER HUSBAND SENATOR JACOB JAVITS. HE ADVISED HE HAS KNOWN APPOINTEE FOR
QUITE SOME TIME AND DESCRIBED HER AS A VERY ABLE, DEDICATED, AND CIVIC MINDED INDIVIDUAL WHO ENJOYS AN EXCELLENT REPUTATION WITHIN THE COMMUNITY. HE ADVISED HE HAS ATTENDED MANY SOCIAL EVENTS, PARTICULARLY FORMAL DINNERS AND CULTURAL AFFAIRS WITH APPOINTEE. HE ADVISED HE HAS NEVER HAD REASON TO QUESTION APPOINTEE'S CHARACTER OR INTEGRITY NOR HAS HE EVER HAD REASON TO QUESTION HER LOYALTY TO THE UNITED STATES. HE ADVISED HE IS AWARE OF NOTHING IN APPOINTEE'S BACKGROUND WHICH, IF IT WERE TO BECOME PUBLIC, WOULD CAUSE EMBARRASSMENT TO HER OR THE POSITION TO WHICH SHE IS BEING CONSIDERED. HE ADVISED HE WAS AWARE APPOINTEE'S MOTIVES REGARDING HER ASSOCIATION WITH IRANIAN GOVERNMENT HAD BEEN QUESTIONED IN THE PAST, BUT STATED THIS WAS INSIGNIFICANT REGARDING HER ELIGIBILITY FOR INSTANT APPOINTMENT. KOCH ADVISED HE WOULD RECOMMEND APPOINTEE FOR A SENSITIVE AND RESPONSIBLE POSITION WITH THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT.

INVESTIGATION CONTINUING.
Honorable 

The White House 
Washington, D.C.

Dear [Name]

Reference is made to letter dated March 14, 1979, from this Bureau which furnished you the results of an investigation conducted concerning Mrs. Marion Ann Javits. Transmitted herewith is a supplemental summary memorandum containing the results of additional investigation conducted concerning Mrs. Javits.

This completes the investigation in this matter.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

Donald W. Moore, Jr.
Assistant Director

Enclosure

RETURN TO ROOM 3125.
MARION ANN JAVITS

The information in this summary memorandum supplements the information contained in a summary memorandum dated March 14, 1979.

Employment

Mrs. Javits has been periodically engaged as a free-lance art dealer in New York, New York.

Interviews

Sixteen additional associates were interviewed and they advised Mrs. Javits is a loyal American whose character, reputation, and associates are above reproach. She was described as intelligent knowledgeable, hardworking, capable, trustworthy, and highly motivated. It was stated Mrs. Javits is a very active individual who is an ardent supporter of the arts. It was also stated she is enthusiastic in all her endeavors and she takes her responsibilities seriously. They highly recommended her for a position of trust and responsibility.

Among those interviewed are the following:
Marion Ann Javits

Close Relatives

Mrs. Javits has indicated that her sister, Leona Lemming, is deceased. is currently residing in

Agency Checks

Information has been received from the Bureau of Personnel Investigations, Office of Personnel Management, indicating its files contain no additional pertinent information concerning Mrs. Javits.
To: SACs, Washington Field - Enc. (2)  
Alexandria - Enc. (2)  
Charlotte - Enc. (2)  
Los Angeles - Enc. (2)  
New York - Enc. (2)  
San Francisco - Enc. (2)  
Seattle - Enc. (2)  
Legat, Ottawa - Enc. (2)

From: Director, FBI

MARIAN ANN JAVITS  
née Borris  
aka Mrs. Jacob Koppel Javits  
SPECIAL INQUIRY:  
BUDED: 3-7-79 without fail (B)

ReButel today.

Enclosed are background data and records release received with request for investigation.

SPIN

MAILED 13
FEB 2 8 1979
FBI

Assoc. Dir.
Dep. AD Adm.  
Dep. AD Inv.

Asst. Dir.
Adm. Servs.
Crim. Inv.
Ident.
Intell.
Laboratory
Legal Coun.
Plan. & Insp.
Rec. Mgmt.
Tech. Servs.
Training
Telephone Rm.
Director's Secy.
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RETURN TO ROOM 3117.
UNCLAS

MARIAN ANN JAVITS NEE BORRIS AKA MRS. JACOB KOPPEL JAVITS;

SPIN; BUDGED MARCH 7, 1979.


NEWSPAPER ARTICLE APPEARING ON PAGE C26 OF THE NEW YORK TIMES, FRIDAY, MARCH 2, 1979, REFLECTS NYPD HAD RECEIVED A THREATENING TELEPHONE CALL REGARDING APPOINTEE FROM AN UNIDENTIFIED INDIVIDUAL ON FEBRUARY 16, 1979. IT REFLECTS APPOINTEE FLEW TO WASHINGTON, D.C. AND IS NOT DUE BACK IN NEW YORK UNTIL NEXT WEEK.

ATTEMPTS TO CONTACT APPOINTEE AT HER PLACE OF RESIDENCE AND THROUGH SENATOR JAVITS' OFFICE, HAVE PROVED NEGATIVE TO DATE.
WFO, at Washington, D.C. will attempt to locate and interview appointee and obtain info requested by bureau in referenced teletype.

New York, at New York, New York, will continue attempts to locate appointee.

BT
RE BUREAU AIRTEL TO WFO, ET AL, FEBRUARY 28, 1979; AND
BUREAU TELETYPE TO WFO, ET AL, FEBRUARY 28, 1979.

PERSONS WHOSE NAMES APPEAR IN THIS COMMUNICATION HAVE BEEN
ADVISED OF THE PROVISIONS OF THE PRIVACY ACT AND NO PERSON CONTACTED
HAD ANY OBJECTION TO THEIR NAMES BEING UTILIZED.

THE CURRENT RESIDENCE OF

OF THE

APPOINTEE, AT

HAS BEEN

VERIFIED ON TWO OCCASIONS BY SA FBI, DURHAM,
N.C. HE HAD OCCASION TO CONTACT RELATIVE TO AN
OFFICIAL INVESTIGATION BEING CONDUCTED BY THE FBI.

ON MARCH 2, 1979,
PAGE TWO CE 161-1710 UNCLAS

Who is employed in

Advised that she has been personally acquainted with for approximately one and one half years. She was aware that had been employed in for two to three years as

However, she has only known her for a portion of that time. She described as being a fine individual who enjoys an excellent reputation in the department and in the community. She is well thought of as in the department and is considered to be an asset to

On March 1, 1979, records section, Chapel Hill Police Department, Chapel Hill, N.C., advised that a review of the files of her agency reveals that the Chapel Hill, N.C., Police Department does have an incident report, dated September 2, 1978, relative to

She explained that the incident report shows that on September 2, 1978, a blue 1974 Opel automobile, bearing 1978 N.C. license left a municipal parking lot in Chapel Hill, N.C., without paying. The amount owed was not shown on the report.
THE VEHICLE WAS LAST OBSERVED HEADING EAST ON ROSEMARY STREET, CHAPEL HILL, N.C.

INQUIRY OF THE N.C. DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES, RALEIGH, N.C., BY THE CHAPEL HILL, N.C., POLICE DEPARTMENT, DETERMINED THAT 1978 N.C. LICENSE WAS REGISTERED TO

ADDED THAT NO DETERMINATION WAS MADE WHETHER WAS DRIVING THE AUTOMOBILE AND APPARENTLY NO ADDITIONAL INQUIRY WAS EVER MADE CONCERNING THE INFORMATION CONTAINED ON THE INCIDENT REPORT.

THERE WAS NO ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IN THE RECORDS OF CHAPEL HILL, N.C., POLICE DEPARTMENT RELATIVE TO
UR S.
DE NY 065 0155
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FM NEW YORK (161-5565) (P) 07
TO DIRECTOR ROUTINE
BT
UNCAS
MARIAN ANN JAVITS, NEE BORRIS, AKA MRS. JACOB KOPPEL JAVITS,
SPECIAL INQUIRY, BUDED MARCH 7, 1979 (B).
REFERENCE

ON MARCH 1, 1979, ADVISED HE HAS KNOWN APPOINTEE FOR FIVE YEARS. HE ADVISED
APPOINTEE ENJOYS THE HIGHEST REPUTATION AND IS RESPECTED IN THE
COMMUNITY. HE ADVISED HE HAS NEVER HAD REASON TO QUESTION
APPOINTEE’S INTEGRITY, CHARACTER, OR EMOTIONAL STABILITY. HE
ADvised HE HAS NEVER KNOWN APPOINTEE TO HAVE BEEN ASSOCIATED WITH
ANYONE WHO WAS OF QUESTIONABLE CHARACTER OR INTEGRITY. HE ADVISED
HE WAS AWARE OF NOTHING OF AN ADVERSE NATURE CONCERNING APPOINTEE
 WHICH WOULD PRECLUDE HER FROM A RESPONSIBLE SENSITIVE POST IN THE
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT. HE ADVISED HE WAS AWARE OF NOTHING
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CONCERNING THE APPOINTEE WHICH IF IT BECAME PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE WOULD CAUSE EMBARRASSMENT TO THE APPOINTEE OR HER POSITION. HE ADVISED HE HAD WORKED WITH APPOINTEE AT __________. HE ADVISED APPOINTEE IS A SERIOUS INDIVIDUAL WHO WHOLEHEARTEDLY PURSUES ALL HER ENDEAVORS. __________ ADvised he has never had reason to question APPOINTEE'S LOYALTY TO THE UNITED STATES. HE ADVISED HE WOULD HIGHLY RECOMMEND HER FOR A POSITION OF TRUST AND RESPONSIBILITY WITH THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT.

ASSOCIATES.

ON MARCH 1, 1979, __________ ADVISED APPOINTEE HAS PERIODICALLY TAUGHT A COURSE CONCERNING URBAN COMMUNICATIONS UNDER THE ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAM AT THE NEW SCHOOL. HE ADVISED SHE DID AN OUTSTANDING JOB AND WAS INSTRUMENTAL IN ARRANGING FOR MANY GUEST SPEAKERS IN THE COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA FIELD TO APPEAR AS GUEST SPEAKERS THROUGHOUT HER COURSE. HE ADVISED EVERYTHING HE WAS AWARE OF CONCERNING APPOINTEE IS OF A POSITIVE NATURE. HE ADVISED APPOINTEE TAUGHT ONLY A SINGLE COURSE ON A TEMPORARY BASIS.

__________ ADVISED HE HAS NEVER HAD REASON TO QUESTION APPOINTEE'S
INTEGRITY OR CHARACTER NOR HAS HE HAD REASON TO QUESTION HER LOYALITY TO THE UNITED STATES. HE ADVISED BASED UPON HIS ASSOCIATION WITH APPOINTEE HE WOULD RECOMMEND HER FOR A RESPONSIBLE AND SENSITIVE POSITION WITH THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT.

ON MARCH 1, 1979, ADvised He has

KNOWN APPOINTEE FOR TWO YEARS. HE ADVISED HE HAS KNOWN APPOINTEE BOTH ON A PROFESSIONAL AND SOCIAL BASIS AND IS AWARE OF NOTHING OF AN ADVERSE NATURE CONCERNING HER. HE ADVISED HE HAS NEVER HAD REASON TO QUESTION HER INTEGRITY OR LOYALITY TO THE UNITED STATES. HE DESCRIBED APPOINTEE AS AN INTELLIGENT INDIVIDUAL WHO IS TRUST-WORTHY AND A LOYAL UNITED STATES CITIZEN. HE ADVISED HE WAS AWARE OF NOTHING WHICH WOULD PRECLUDE APPOINTEE FROM A RESPONSIBLE GOVERNMENT POSITION AND WOULD RECOMMEND HER, BUT DUE TO THE FACT HE IS UNAWARE OF EXACT POSITION FOR WHICH APPOINTEE IS BEING CONSIDERED HE QUALIFIED HIS RECOMMENDATION AND RECOMMENDED APPOINTEE FOR ANY POSITION FOR WHICH SHE IS QUALIFIED IN KNOWLEDGE, ABILITY, AND SUFFICIENT EXPERIENCE.
ADVISER HE IS FAMILIAR WITH APPOINTEE PRIMARILY ON A PROFESSIONAL BASIS. HE ADVISED APPOINTEE ENJOYS A GOOD REPUTATION AMONG HER ASSOCIATES AND IS KNOWN TO BE STRAIGHT-FORWARD. HE DESCRIBED APPOINTEE AS "FULL OF LIFE" BUT ONE WHO DOES NOT MAINTAIN A FRIVOLOUS ATTITUDE. HE ADVISED APPOINTEE IS VERY SERIOUS REGARDING HER ENDEAVORS AND HAS SIGNIFICANTLY SUPPORTED AND PROMOTED THE ARTS. HE ADVISED HE WAS AWARE OF NOTHING WHICH WOULD PRECLUDE APPOINTEE FROM A SENSITIVE RESPONSIBLE POSITION WITH THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT. HE ADVISED HE HAS NEVER HAD REASON TO QUESTION APPOINTEE'S INTEGRITY OR HER LOYALTY TO THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT. HE ADVISED BASED UPON HIS ASSOCIATION WITH APPOINTEE HE WOULD RECOMMEND HER FOR A POSITION OF TRUST AND CONFIDENCE WITH THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT.
UNCLASSIFIED
MARIAN ANN JAVITS, NEE BORRIS; AKA MRS. JACOB KOPPEL JAVITS;
SPECIAL INQUIRY.

REBUTAL TO ALEXANDRIA, FEBRUARY 23, 1979.

MR. REGISTRAR'S OFFICE, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, ADVISED THE APPOINTEE ATTENDED ONE EXTENSION COURSE FROM JULY 6, 1944 TO SEPTEMBER 28, 1944 IN THE DEPARTMENT OF FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS.

RECORDS INDICATE THE APPOINTEE WAS REGISTERED UNDER THE NAME OF MARIAN A. BORRIS AND RECEIVED AN "A" FOR A FIVE-HOUR COURSE IN RUSSIAN. ADDITIONAL IDENTIFYING INFORMATION WAS NOT AVAILABLE.

161-14145-8
NOT RECORDED
6 JUN 11, 1979

[oo destroyed]
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On March 6, 1979, records of Alameda County Sheriff's Office, Central Identification Bureau, Berkeley police department, and University of California, Berkeley, police department were searched. No criminal record identifiable with [redacted] was located.

On March 6, 1979, San Francisco police department records were searched and revealed the arrest of one [redacted] on February 7, 1975, in San Francisco for violation of [redacted].
CALIFORNIA ADMINISTRATION CODE (SEC. 1203), TRESPASSING ON STATE PROPERTY. I WAS PARTICIPATING IN A MARCH TO SUPPORT A DEFENDANT IN A CONTROVERSIAL CRIMINAL TRIAL IN SAN FRANCISCO. THE PARTICIPANTS ENTERED THE CALIFORNIA STATE BUILDING WHERE THEY HELD A RALLY AND WERE REQUESTED TO LEAVE. AFTER REFUSING TO MOVE, THE PARTICIPANTS WERE ARRESTED BY CALIFORNIA STATE POLICE.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FROM THE ARREST RECORD IS AS FOLLOWS: ADDRESS - DOB

RELATIVES:

THE FOLLOWING INVESTIGATION WAS CONDUCTED BY SA AT OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA:

ON MARCH 6, 1979, INQUIRY OF DMV, SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA, REVEALED ON FILE SHOWING ADDRESS OF

ON MARCH 6, 1979, ADVISED HE DOES NOT KNOW TENANT WHO RESIDES AT PERSONALLY; HOWEVER, CURRENT OCCUPANT IS RELATIVELY
NEW IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD AND IS A GOOD NEIGHBOR, AND HE HAS
EXPERIENCED NO PROBLEMS WITH HER.

ON MARCH 6, 1979, [BLANK] ADVISED THAT OCCUPANTS OF
ARE [BLANK] WHO HAVE LIVED THERE SINCE LAST FALL.
STATED OCCUPANTS ARE VERY QUIET AND GOOD NEIGHBORS.
KNEW OF NO REASON TO QUESTION OCCUPANT'S CHARACTER
OR REPUTATION. SHE HAS RESIDED IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD FOR 18
YEARS AND DOES NOT KNOW [BLANK] PERSONALLY.

ON MARCH 6, 1979, [BLANK] ADVISED HE DID NOT KNOW THE OCCUPANTS AT [BLANK]
UNCLASSIFIED TO DIRECTOR PRIORITY NR.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

MARIAN ANN JAVITS, NEE BORRIS, AKA. SPECIAL INQUIRY.
BUDED 3/9/79.

REBUTEL TO WFO, ET AL, 2/28/79.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HERIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE.

239/01
 Classified by SPLEK/RGB
 Declared as: OAAK 10/6/83

NOT RECORDED
6 JUN 131 1979
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To Director Priority

By

UNCLAS

Marian Ann Javits Nee Borris Aka Mrs. Jacob Koppel Javits;

SPIN; BUDED March 7, 1979 7B).


References

On March 2, 1979, Advised She Has KNown Appointee For 25 Years. She Advised Appointee enjoys an excellent reputation and is knowledgeable with regard to politics and government matters. She advised she is aware of nothing which would preclude appointee from a sensitive and responsible government position. She advised appointee is in good health and she has never had reason to question appointee's character or integrity. She advised appointee is a responsible and competent individual who would be a great asset.

cco destroyed
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6 Jun 11 1979
PAGE TWO UNCLASSIFIED

ASSET TO THE U.S. GOVERNMENT. SHE ADVISED SHE HAS NEVER HAD REASON TO QUESTION APPOINTEE’S LOYALTY TO THE U.S., AND BASED UPON HER ASSOCIATION WITH HER, WOULD RECOMMEND HER FOR A POSITION OF TRUST AND CONFIDENCE WITH THE U.S. GOVERNMENT.

ON MARCH 6, 1979, ATTORNEY, ADVISED HE HAS KNOWN APPOINTEE FOR APPROXIMATELY 25 YEARS. HE DESCRIBED APPOINTEE AS A VERY ACTIVE AND VERY INTERESTING INDIVIDUAL WHO IS "FULL OF VITALITY". HE FURTHER DESCRIBED APPOINTEE AS IMAGINATIVE AND CREATIVE. HE ADVISED APPOINTEE ENJOYS A GOOD REPUTATION AND IS TRUSTWORTHY AND DISCREET. HE ADVISED HE IS AWARE OF NOTHING WHICH PRECLUDE APPOINTEE FROM A RESPONSIBLE AND SENSITIVE GOVERNMENT POSITION, NOR WAS HE AWARE OF ANYTHING WHICH, IF IT WERE TO BECOME PUBLIC, WOULD CAUSE EMBARRASSMENT TO APPOINTEE OR TO THE POSITION FOR WHICH SHE IS BEING CONSIDERED. HE ADVISED HE WOULD RECOMMEND APPOINTEE FOR ANY POSITION WITH THE U.S. GOVERNMENT FOR WHICH SHE IS APPROPRIATELY QUALIFIED.

ASSOCIATES

ON MARCH 6, 1979, ADVISED SHE HAS
Known appointee for about 30 years. She described appointee as an individual of the highest character and integrity and one who could be trusted with the most confidential and sensitive material without the slightest reservation. She advised appointee is an extremely sincere individual who is dedicated to her family as well as any other responsibility she accepts. She advised appointee is instinctively protective by nature and always acts in the best interest of her family and close friends. She further described appointee as straightforward, dependable, and one who values her independence. She advised she has never had reason to question appointee's loyalty to the U.S. nor was she aware of anything of an adverse nature regarding appointee which would cause her embarrassment or preclude her from a responsible and sensitive government position. She advised appointee is an excellent mother and is very concerned with her family. She stated appointee would be a great asset to the U.S. government and would accept any responsibility associated with a government position very seriously. She
ADVISED APPOINTEE IS PERSISTENT AND DILIGENTLY ADMINISTERS ANY ACCEPTED RESPONSIBILITY. SHE ADVISED APPOINTEE WOULD TAKE A PRESIDENTIAL APPOINTMENT VERY SERIOUSLY. SHE ADVISED APPOINTEE WOULD NOT ACCEPT ANY POSITION FOR WHICH SHE IS NOT QUALIFIED. SHE ADDED APPOINTEE IS EXTREMELY HONEST AND VERY TRUTHFUL. ADVISED SHE WOULD HIGHLY RECOMMEND APPOINTEE FOR A SENSITIVE AND RESPONSIBLE POSITION WITH THE U.S. GOVERNMENT WITHOUT THE SLIGHTEST RESERVATION.

SHE ADVISED APPOINTEE'S AND APPOINTEE'S AND RESIDE IN SHE COULD NOT PROVIDE THEIR EXACT RESIDENCES. SHE ADVISED APPOINTEE IS INTERESTED IN MODERN ART AND MENTAL HEALTH AND IS ACTIVE IN THESE FIELDS WITHIN THE COMMUNITY.

ARRESTS

ON MARCH 6, 1979, SC CAUSED THE RECORDS OF THE NYCPD TO BE SEARCHED. NO RECORDS IDENTIFIABLE WITH APPOINTEE OR HER HUSBAND WERE LOCATED.
FM LOS ANGELES (161-3527) (2) (RUC)
TO DIRECTOR ROUTINE
NEW YORK ROUTINE (NY VIA FBIHQ)
ET
UNCLASS
MARIAN ANN JAVITS, NEE BORRIS, AKA MRS. JACOB KOPPEL JAVITS,
SPECIAL INQUIRY, DATED MARCH 7, 1979 WITHOUT FAIL (B)
RE BUREAU TELYTYPE AND BUREAU AIRTTEL TO WASHINGTON FIELD,

ARREST CHECKS:
ON MARCH 2, 1979, RECORDS OF THE LOS ANGELES POLICE
DEPARTMENT (LAPD), LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, WERE CAUSED TO
BE REVIEWED BY SC CONCERNING
OF APPOINTEE, AND NO RECORD CONCERNING
COULD BE LOCATED.
ON MARCH 5, 1979, RECORDS OF THE LOS ANGELES COUNTY
SHERIFF'S OFFICE (LASO), LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, WERE REVIEWED
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ON MARCH 5, 1979, RECORDS OF THE CALIFORNIA LAW ENFORCEMENT TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM (CLETS) WERE QUERIED AND THOSE RECORDS REFLECTED NO INFORMATION CONCERNING THE CURRENT ADDRESS OF

ADMINISTRATIVE

ALL INDIVIDUALS CONTACTED WERE APPRISED OF THE PROVISIONS OF THE PRIVACY ACT AND NONE REQUESTED CONFIDENTIALITY.

NEW YORK, UPON RECEIPT OF INFORMATION FROM APPOINTEE, WILL PROVIDE LOS ANGELES COMPLETE ADDRESS OF

IN LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, SO THAT LOS ANGELES CAN VERIFY APPOINTEE’S RESIDENCE.
VZCZCWFO910
PP HQ NY
DE WF #0036 0682013
ZNRRUUUU
P 092012Z MAR 79
FM FBI WASHINGTON FIELD (161-13586) (RUC)
TO DIRECTOR FBI PRIORITY
FBI NEW YORK PRIORITY (NY VIA FBIHQ)
BT
UNCLAS
MARIAN ANN JAVITS NEE BORRIS AKA MRS. JACOB KOPPEL JAVITS;
SPIN; BUDED: MARCH 7, 1979
MR RE BUREAU TELETYPING, FEBRUARY 28, 1979, AND NEW YORK
TELETYPING, MARCH 2, 1979.

WITH REGARD TO THE AFOREMENTIONED COMMUNICATIONS AND
FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES, SENATOR JACOB K. JAVITS' WASHINGTON OFFICE WAS CONTACTED ON MARCH 5, 1979, AND MARCH 9, 1979, IN HOPES OF DETERMINING THE WHEREABOUTS OF THE APPOINTEE AND ALSO TO PROCEED IN INTERVIEWING SAME.

ON MARCH 9, 1979, WAS TELEPHONICALLY CONTACTED
AND ADVISED THAT THE APPOINTEE WAS IN NEW YORK AND ARRANGEMENTS HAD BEEN MADE FOR MRS. JAVITS TO BE INTERVIEWED MONDAY,

TELETYPED TO:
6/6 JUN 11 1979
66 JUL 1979
PAGE TWO DE WF 0036 UNCLAS

MARCH 12, 1979, BY THE NEW YORK DIVISION.

BT

#0036

NNNN

EMPLOYMENT

RIDER AND FINN, FINE ARTS AND PUBLIC RELATIONS PRODUCTIONS, 110 EAST 58TH STREET, NEW YORK, NEW YORK.

ON MARCH 2, 1979, [redacted]

ADvised SHE DID NOT MAINTAIN TYPICAL PERSONNEL INFO REGARDING APPOINTEE. SHE ADVISED APPOINTEE WAS HIRED ON A FREE LANCE BASIS AS A CONSULTANT AND WAS NOT ON THE OFFICIAL PAYROLL.

SHE ADVISED APPOINTEE WAS EMPLOYED AS A CONSULTANT FOR THE CORPORATION'S IRAN AIR ACCOUNT. [redacted] MADE AVAILABLE PRIOR PAY STATEMENTS OF APPOINTEE, WHICH INDICATED [redacted].

cc destroyed
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SHE HAD BEEN EMPLOYED FROM ABOUT AUGUST, 1975 TO FEBRUARY, 1976. HER PAY STATEMENTS ALSO INDICATED APPOINTEE HAD ALSO BEEN EMPLOYED AS A CONSULTANT FROM FEBRUARY, 1974 UNTIL MAY, 1974. SHE ADVISED SHE COULD PROVIDE NO ADDITIONAL INFO REGARDING APPOINTEE. SHE SUGGESTED THE ONLY INDIVIDUAL WHO COULD PERHAPS PROVIDE ANY ADDITIONAL INFO WILL BE IN THE FIRM.

ON MARCH 3, 1979, ADVISED APPOINTEE HAD SPECIFICALLY BEEN HIRED AS A CONSULTANT TO THE FIRM IRAN AIR ACCOUNT DURING HER LAST PERIOD OF EMPLOYMENT, THE EXACT DATES OF WHICH HE COULD NOT PROVIDE. HE ADVISED SHE WAS VERY EFFECTIVE IN THIS PUBLIC RELATIONS ACCOUNT DUE TO THE FACT THAT SHE HAD LIVED IN IRAN FOR SOME TIME AND KNEW THE PEOPLE AND THE COUNTRY. HE ADVISED HER RESPONSIBILITIES WITH RESPECT TO THE IRAN AIR ACCOUNT INCLUDED LIAISON AND PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES. HE ALSO ADVISED THAT SOME TIME PRIOR TO HER EMPLOYMENT AS A CONSULTANT FOR THE IRAN AIR ACCOUNT, SHE HAD BEEN EMPLOYED BY THE FIRM
AS AN ART CONSULTANT. HE COULD NOT FURNISH THE TIME PERIOD IN WHICH APPOINTEE ACTED AS AN ART CONSULTANT.

ADvised he was aware of nothing of an adverse or derogatory nature concerning appointee and stated he had never had reason to question her integrity or character. He advised he was aware of nothing which would preclude the appointee from a responsible and sensitive position with the U.S. Government, nor has he ever had reason to question her loyalty to the U.S. He described appointee as a diligent worker who is intelligent and straightforward.

Advised he would recommend appointee for a sensitive position with the U.S. Government. Advised he could not suggest anyone else currently with the firm who would recall appointee.

ASSOCIATES

On March 5, 1979, advised she has known appointee for 15 years, primarily on a social basis. She advised she is very friendly with appointee and has known her to be very trustworthy and to enjoy a good reputation.
SHE ADVISED SHE HAS NEVER HAD REASON TO QUESTION APPOINTEE'S INTEGRITY OR CHARACTER, NOR HAS SHE EVER HAD REASON TO QUESTION HER LOYALTY TO THE U.S. SHE ADVISED SHE WAS AWARE OF NOTHING OF AN ADVERSE OR DEROGATORY NATURE CONCERNING APPOINTEE, WHICH IF IT WERE TO BECOME PUBLIC, WOULD CAUSE EMBARRASSMENT TO THE APPOINTEE, OR TO THE OFFICE FOR WHICH SHE IS BEING CONSIDERED. SHE IS AWARE OF NOTHING WHICH WOULD PRECLUDE APPOINTEE FROM A RESPONSIBLE POSITION WITH THE U.S. GOVERNMENT, SHE WOULD RECOMMEND HER.

ON MARCH 5, 1979, [-------------]

ADvised he has known appointee and her husband, senator Jacob Javits, for several years. He advised he is aware of absolutely nothing which would preclude the appointee from a sensitive and responsible position with the U.S. government. He advised he has never had reason to question appointee's integrity or character, nor has he ever had reason to question her loyalty to the U.S. He advised appointee enjoys a good reputation and he would recommend her for any...
PAGE FIVE UNCLAS

POSITION WITH THE U.S. GOVERNMENT OF A SENSITIVE NATURE, FOR WHICH SHE IS APPROPRIATELY QUALIFIED.

ON MARCH 6, 1979, [ ]

ADvised he has known appointee for approximately 15 to 20 years. He advised he is very friendly with both the appointee and her husband, Senator Javits, and has maintained a close social relationship with them. He advised appointee is of the highest character and enjoys an excellent reputation. He advised he has never known appointee to have been associated with anyone of questionable character, nor has he ever had reason to question her loyalty to the U.S. He advised he is aware of nothing of an adverse or derogatory nature concerning appointee, which, if it were to be come public, would cause embarrassment to appointee for the position for which she is being considered. He advised he could think of absolutely nothing which would preclude appointee from a sensitive and responsible position with the U.S. government. He advised he could trust appointee with
PAGE SIX UNCLAS

CONFIDENTIAL AND SENSITIVE MATERIAL. STATED HE WOULD RECOMMEND APPOINTEE FOR A POSITION OF TRUST AND CONFIDENCE WITH THE U.S. GOVERNMENT WITHOUT THE SLIGHTEST RESERVATION.

ON MARCH 6, 1979, ADVISED HE HAS KNOWN APPOINTEE FOR OVER 20 YEARS. HE ADVISED HE IS EMPLOYED WITH WHICH IS USED BY APPOINTEE. HE ADVISED HE IS PRIMARILY BEEN ASSOCIATED WITH APPOINTEE ON A SOCIAL BASIS. HE ADVISED APPOINTEE ENJOYS AN EXCELLENT REPUTATION AND HE IS AWARE OF NOTHING OF AN ADVERSE NATURE WHICH, IF IT WERE TO BECOME PUBLIC, WOULD CAUSE EMBARRASSMENT TO APPOINTEE, OR TO THE POSITION FOR WHICH SHE IS BEING CONSIDERED. HE ADVISED APPOINTEE IS ACTIVE IN MANY FIELDS WITHIN THE COMMUNITY AND IS VERY BRIGHT AND INTELLIGENT. HE ADVISED AND APPOINTEE ARE VERY CLOSE FRIENDS, AS ARE OF THE APPOINTEE. HE ADVISED APPOINTEE IS A QUALIFIED INDIVIDUAL, WHO HAS A DEMOCRATIC OUTLOOK DESPITE THE FACT HER HUSBAND IS A LIBERAL
MARIAN ANN JAVITS NEE BORRIS AKA MRS. JACOB KOPPEL JAVITS; SPIN; BUDED MARCH 7, 1979 (B).

REPUBLICAN. HE ADVISED HE HAS NEVER HAD REASON TO QUESTION APPOINTEE’S INTEGRITY OR CHARACTER, NOR HAS HE EVER HAD REASON TO QUESTION HER LOYALTY TO THE U.S. HE ADVISED BASED UPON HIS ASSOCIATION WITH APPOINTEE, HE WOULD RECOMMEND HER FOR A SENSITIVE AND RESPONSIBLE POSITION WITH THE U.S. GOVERNMENT.
March 14, 1979

BY COURIER

Honorable

The White House
Washington, D. C.

Dear

In accordance with a request received from you on February 28, 1979, an investigation has been conducted concerning Mrs. Marian Ann Javits. Transmitted herewith is a summary memorandum containing the results of this investigation.

Sincerely yours,

William H. Webster

NOTE: Mrs. Javits, the wife of Senator Jacob K. Javits, is being considered for an unspecified Presidential appointment. Investigation favorable with two agency checks and additional inquiries (employment, interviews and verification of residences of and sister) outstanding.
UNCLASSIFIED

MARION ANN JAVITS, NEE BORRIS, AKA MRS. JACOB KOPPEL JAVITS;

SPECIAL INQUIRY: BUDED: MARCH 7, 1979 (B)

ON TUESDAY, MARCH 13, 1979, MARION B. JAVITS, 322 EAST
57TH STREET, NEW YORK, NEW YORK, PROVIDED THE FOLLOWING
INFORMATION TO SPECIAL AGENT

EMPLOYMENT

RUDER AND FINN, NEW YORK, NEW YORK - APPOINTEE ADVISED
SHE WAS UNDER CONTRACT WITH RUDER AND FINN AS A CONSULTANT FOR
PUBLIC RELATIONS FROM 1975 TO 1976. WHILE CONTRACTED TO THEM
SHE PRODUCED A FILM IN COLLABORATION WITH

EMPLOYED BY RUDER AND FINN.

cc destroyed

TELETYPED TO:

57 JUN 11 1979
APPINTEE ADVISED SHE HAS PERIODICALLY OPERATED A PRIVATE BUSINESS FROM HER HOME. SHE ADVISED HER BUSINESS INVOLVES THE SELLING OF LIMITED PRINT ADDITIONS OF WORKS OF AMERICAN PAINTERS. SHE ADVISED SHE HAS BEEN IN THIS BUSINESS SINCE THE LATE 1960s.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, BLYTHE ARMY AIR FORCE BASE, BLYTHE, CALIFORNIA - APPINTEE ADVISED SHE WORKED FOR THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT AS A SECRETARY FOR APPROXIMATELY A SIX MONTH PERIOD FROM JANUARY TO JUNE, 1942. SHE WAS UNABLE TO RECALL THE IDENTITIES OF FORMER CO-WORKERS OR SUPERVISORS WITH REGARD TO THIS EMPLOYMENT DUE TO SHORTNESS OF EMPLOYMENT AND LAPSE OF TIME.

BOEING AIRCRAFT CORPORATION, BOEING AIRCRAFT, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON - APPINTEE ADVISED SHE WORKED FOR BOEING CORP. FOR EIGHT TO NINE MONTHS IN THE LATTER PART OF 1942 AS A SECRETARY AND ASSOCIATE PRODUCER OF SHOWS FOR GOVERNMENT PERSONNEL. SHE WAS UNABLE TO SUPPLY IDENTITIES OF FORMER SUPERVISORS OR
RESIDENCES

BLYTHE ARMY AIR FORCE BASE, BLYTHE, CALIFORNIA - APPOINTEE ADVISED SHE LIVED WITHIN THIS GOVERNMENT FACILITY FROM JANUARY TO JUNE, 1942, WHILE EMPLOYED BY DEFENSE DEPARTMENT AS SECRETARY.

BOEING AIRCRAFT, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON - APPOINTEE ADVISED SHE WAS LIVING IN BOEING-OWNED FACILITIES WHILE EMPLOYED BY BOEING AS A SECRETARY. SHE ADVISED BOEING MAINTAINED HOUSING FACILITIES FOR EMPLOYEES DURING THE SECOND WORLD WAR. APPOINTEE WAS UNABLE TO GIVE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR A MORE EXACT ADDRESS DUE TO LAPSE OF TIME.

960 AVENUE ST. JOHN, BRONX, NEW YORK - APPOINTEE ADVISED SHE RESIDED AT CAPTIONED ADDRESS FROM APPROXIMATELY JANUARY OF 1943 TO 1947. SHE ADVISED SHE LIVED AT THIS ADDRESS WITH HER MOTHER AND GRANDMOTHER. (SHE APPARENTLY MAINTAINED THIS ADDRESS ALTHOUGH SHE PERIODICALLY RESIDED IN CALIFORNIA DURING THESE YEARS.)

REFERENCES AND ASSOCIATES - APPOINTEE PROVIDED THE NAMES OF
APPOINTEE ALSO FURNISHED THE NAMES OF TWO ASSOCIATES OUTSIDE THE NEW YORK AREA:

MISCELLANEOUS

APPOINTEE ADVISED CURRENTLY RESIDES AT

FOR INFORMATION OF LOS ANGELES, APPOINTEE ADVISED

CHERISHES HIS PRIVACY. VERIFICATION OF RESIDENCE AND REPUTATION SHOULD BE DONE DISCRETELY. SHE ADVISED

DOB IS

APPOINTEE ADVISED HER SISTER, LEONA LEMMING, DOB FEBRUARY 13, 1917, DIED IN BRITISH COLUMBIA ON OCTOBER 28, 1978.

APPOINTEE ADVISED SENATOR JAVITS RESIDES WITH HER AT 322 EAST 57TH STREET, WHEN HE IS IN NYC.

CREDIT
On March 9, 1979, [CLERK, CREDIT INFORMATION CORP., NEW YORK, NEW YORK, ADVISED SPECIAL CLERK]

She could locate no records identifiable with appointee.

LEADS

NEW YORK. At NEW YORK, NEW YORK, will attempt to interview additional associates of appointee.

LOS ANGELES. At LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, discretely ascertain appointee's [VERIFY RESIDENCE, AND CONDUCT APPROPRIATE AGENCY CHECKS. ATTEMPT TO CONTACT AND INTERVIEW ]

ASSOCIATE, employed at

LEGA OTTAWA AT TORONTO, CANADA, ATTEMPT TO INTERVIEW

ASSOCIATE, [TELEPHONE NUMBER (OFFICE) ]

(HOME)  

BT
UNCLAS

MARION ANN JAVITS, NEE BORRIS, AKA MRS. JACOB KOPPEL JAVITS; SPECIAL INQUIRY

MRE LOS ANGELES TELETYPETO BUREAU DATED MARCH 16, 1979,

ASSOCIATE

INTERVIEWED

REQUESTED THAT THIS INTERVIEW REMAIN CONFIDENTIAL.

cc destroyed

161-14145-17

NOT. RECORDED

6 JUN 11 1979
HE KNEW OF NOTHING DEROGATORY ABOUT HER ASSOCIATES, AND KNEW NOTHING UNFAVORABLE ABOUT HER CHARACTER, REPUTATION, OR LOYALTY TO THE UNITED STATES.

ADVICED THAT HE COULD NOT RECOMMEND MARION JAVITS FOR A POSITION WITH THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT WITHOUT KNOWING WHAT POSITION WAS INVOLVED.

CREDIT AND ARREST

ON MARCH 15, 1979, THE FOLLOWING AGENCIES WERE CHECKED BY THE SPECIAL CLERKS INDICATED, HOWEVER, NO RECORD WAS LOCATED IDENTIFIABLE WITH MARION JAVITS OR ALIASES:

RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA, COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE - SC

BLYTHE STATION, RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA, SHERIFF’S OFFICE - SA

BLYTHE CREDIT SERVICE - SA CREDIT

BUREAU OF BLYTHE - SA

MISCELLANEOUS

RELATIVE: ON MARCH 15, 1979,

SA CONTACTED
PAGE FIVE (LA 161-3527) UNCLAS

ADvised that she knows who resides in

She was aware that he was of Jacob Javits

as she had asked him that question and he had replied in the affirmative. She said he had resided there about five months, always pays his rent on time and is pleasant to deal with. She said she had heard of no problems with and considers him an excellent tenant.

She advised that the apartments are widely separated and isolated and doubted that any neighbors would know

All individuals contacted were apprised of the provisions of the Privacy Act and those requesting confidentiality have been so noted.

BT

#
MARIAN ANN JAVITS, NEE BORRIS, AKA MRS. JACOB KOPPEL JAVITS,
SPECIAL INQUIRY, BUDED MARCY 7, 1979 (B).

RE NEW YORK TELETYPE TO BUREAU, DATED MARCH 14, 1979.

ON MARCH 15, 1979, [---] ADVISED SHE HAS KNOWN
THE APPOINTEE FOR APPROXIMATELY 15 YEARS. SHE ADVISED SHE HAS
NEVER HAD REASON TO QUESTION APPOINTEE'S INTEGRITY OR CHARACTER,
NOR HAS SHE HAD REASON TO QUESTION HER LOYALTY TO THE UNITED
STATES GOVERNMENT. SHE ADVISED APPOINTEE ENJOYS A GOOD REPUTA-
TION, AND SHE IS AWARE OF NOTHING OF A DEROGATORY NATURE CON-
CERNING HER. SHE ADVISED APPOINTEE IS A BRIGHT, INTELLIGENT, AND
HIGHLY MOTIVATED WOMAN, WHO SHE WOULD HIGHLY RECOMMEND FOR A
POSITION OF TRUST AND CONFIDENCE WITHIN THE UNITED STATES GOVER-
MENT. SHE ADVISED APPOINTEE IS VERY MUCH INTERESTED IN THE ARTS

NOT RECORDED
6 JUN 11 1979

57 JUL 13 1979
AND GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS. SHE ADVISED SHE IS AWARE OF NOTHING CONCERNING APPOINTEE WHICH, IF IT WERE TO BECOME PUBLIC, WOULD CAUSE EMBARRASSMENT TO HER OR THE POSITION FOR WHICH SHE IS BEING CONSIDERED.

ON MARCH 15, 1979, [ ] ADVISED SHE HAS KNOWN THE APPOINTEE FOR APPROXIMATELY 15 YEARS. SHE ADVISED THE APPOINTEE IS A BRIGHT, INTELLIGENT, AND KNOWLEDGEABLE PERSON. SHE ADVISED APPOINTEE ENJOYS OUTSTANDING REPUTATION BOTH IN HER PERSONAL LIFE AND HER PUBLIC LIFE. SHE ADVISED APPOINTEE WOULD DO AN OUTSTANDING JOB WHATEVER POSITION SHE FILLS WITHIN THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT. SHE ADVISED SHE WOULD HIGHLY RECOMMEND APPOINTEE FOR POSITION OF TRUST AND CONFIDENCE WITHIN THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT. SHE ADVISED SHE IS AWARE OF NOTHING CONCERNING APPOINTEE WHICH, IF IT WERE TO BECOME PUBLIC, WOULD CAUSE EMBARRASSMENT TO HER OR THE POSITION FOR WHICH SHE IS BEING CONSIDERED.

ON MARCH 16, 1979, [ ] ADVISED HE HAS KNOWN THE APPOINTEE FOR APPROXIMATELY 15 YEARS. HE ADVISED SHE IS A HIGHLY MOTIVATED, INTELLIGENT, AND BRIGHT WOMAN, WHO HE WOULD HIGHLY
RECOMMEND FOR A POSITION OF TRUST AND CONFIDENCE WITHIN THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT. HE ADVISED APPOINTEE IS VERY MUCH INTERESTED IN THE ARTS AND GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS. HE ADVISED HE IS AWARE OF NOTHING CONCERNING APPOINTEE WHICH, IF IT WERE TO BECOME PUBLIC, WOULD CAUSE EMBARRASSMENT TO HER OR THE POSITION FOR WHICH SHE IS BEING CONSIDERED.

ON MARCH 16, 1979, [Blank] ADVISED SHE HAS KNOWN THE APPOINTEE FOR APPROXIMATELY 15 YEARS. SHE ADVISED THAT SHE CONSIDERS APPOINTEE TO BE A PERSON OF INTEGRITY, CHARACTER, AND UNQUESTIONABLY LOYAL TO THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT. SHE ADVISED APPOINTEE IS A GOOD WIFE AND MOTHER, WHO SHE HAS NEVER KNOWN TO ACT IMPROPERLY OR TO ABUSE INTOXICANTS. SHE ADVISED APPOINTEE IS VERY MUCH INTERESTED IN THE ARTS AND GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS. SHE ADVISED SHE WOULD HIGHLY RECOMMEND APPOINTEE FOR A POSITION OF TRUST AND CONFIDENCE WITHIN THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, AND FEELS THAT SHE WOULD BE AN ASSET FOR WHATEVER POSITION SHE FILLS. SHE ADVISED SHE KNOWS OF NO DEROGATORY INFORMATION WHATSOEVER CONCERNING APPOINTEE.

ON MARCH 16, 1979, [Blank] ADVISED HE HAS KNOWN THE
APPONTEE FOR APPROXIMATELY THREE YEARS. HE ADVISED HE CONSIDERS APPONTEE TO BE A PERSON OF INTEGRITY, CHARACTER, AND UNQUESTION- 
ELY LOYAL TO THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT. HE ADVISED APPOINTEE ENJOYS A GOOD REPUTATION, AND HE IS AWARE OF NOTHING OF AN AdVERSE 
OR DEROGATORY NATURE CONCERNING HER. HE ADVISED HE WOULD HIGHLY 
RECOMMEND APPOINTEE FOR A POSITION OF TRUST AND CONFIDENCE WITHIN 
THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, AND FEELS SHE WOULD BE AN ASSET IN 
WHATEVER POSITION SHE FILLS.

ON MARCH 16, 1979, [ ]

ADvised SHE HAS KNOWN THE APPOINTEE FOR APPROXIMATELY FIVE MONTHS. SHE ADVISED THAT EVEN THOUGH SHE HAS KNOWN THE APPOINTEE FOR ONLY 
APPROXIMATELY FIVE MONTHS, SHE FINDS APPOINTEE TO BE A BRIGHT, 
INTELLIGENT, HARD-WORKING INDIVIDUAL. SHE ADVISED APPOINTEE IS 
VERY MUCH INTERESTED IN THE ARTS AND GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS. SHE 
ADVISED SHE IS AWARE OF NOTHING CONCERNING APPOINTEE WHICH, IF IT 
WERE TO BECOME PUBLIC, WOULD CAUSE EMBARRASSMENT TO HER OR THE 
POSITION FOR WHICH SHE IS BEING CONSIDERED. SHE ADVISED SHE WOULD 
VERY HIGHLY RECOMMEND APPOINTEE FOR A SENSITIVE AND RESPONSIBLE 
POSITION WITHIN THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT.
ADVISER HAS KNOWN APPOINTEE FOR APPROXIMATELY TWO AND A HALF TO THREE YEARS. HE ADVISED APPOINTEE IS A BRIGHT, INTELLIGENT, AND KNOWLEDGEABLE INDIVIDUAL. HE ADVISED HE CONSIDERS APPOINTEE TO BE A PERSON OF INTEGRITY, CHARACTER, AND UNQUESTIONABLY LOYAL TO THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT. HE ADVISED HE WOULD HIGHLY RECOMMEND APPOINTEE FOR A POSITION OF TRUST AND CONFIDENCE WITHIN THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT. HE ADVISED APPOINTEE ENJOYS A GOOD REPUTATION, AND HE IS AWARE OF NOTHING OF AN ADVERSE OR DEROGATORY NATURE CONCERNING HER. HE ADVISED HE WOULD HIGHLY RECOMMEND APPOINTEE FOR A SENSITIVE AND RESPONSIBLE POSITION WITHIN THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT.

ON MARCH 19, 1979, ADVISER HAS KNOWN THE APPOINTEE FOR APPROXIMATELY FIVE YEARS. HE ADVISED HE HAS NEVER HAD REASON TO QUESTION APPOINTEE'S INTEGRITY OR CHARACTER, NOR HAS HE HAD REASON TO QUESTION HER LOYALTY TO THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT. HE ADVISED APPOINTEE ENJOYS A GOOD REPUTATION, AND HE IS AWARE OF NOTHING OF AN ADVERSE OR DEROGATORY NATURE CONCERNING HER. HE ADVISED HE HIGHLY RECOMMENDS APPOINTEE FOR A
POSITION OF TRUST AND CONFIDENCE WITHIN THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, AND FEELS THAT SHE WOULD BE AN ASSET IN WHATEVER POSITION SHE FILLS. HE FURTHER DESCRIBED APPOINTEE AS BEING BRIGHT, INTELLIGENT, AND KNOWLEDGEABLE.

ADMINISTRATIVE

ON MARCH 19, 1979, [REDACTED] ADVISED THAT DUE TO [REDACTED] HEAVY SCHEDULE IT WOULD NOT BE POSSIBLE TO MAKE ARRANGEMENTS FOR AN INTERVIEW WITH HER.

ON MARCH 15, 1979, [REDACTED] ADVISED THAT [REDACTED] IS PRESENTLY IN CAIRO ON A THREE WEEKS VACATION AND WOULD BE UNABLE TO BE INTERVIEWED UNTIL HIS RETURN.

LEGAT OTTAWA IS REQUESTED TO DISCONTINUE ATTEMPTS TO CONTACT APPOINTEE ASSOCIATE, [REDACTED]

BUREAU IS REQUESTED TO FURNISH ABOVE INFO TO LEGAT OTTAWA.
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM: SAC, WFO (161-13586) (RUC) A-2
MARIAN ANN JAVITS
nee, Borris
aka, Mrs. Jacob Koppel Javits
SPECIAL INQUIRY
BUDE: 3/7/79 WF

ReBureau to WFO, 2/28/79, WFO teletype to Bu, 3/9/79.

ADMINISTRATIVE

"Where appropriate, Privacy Act (e) (3) furnished to persons interviewed. Promises of confidentiality, both limited and unlimited, have been noted where granted."

161-14/45-19
NOT, RECORDED
6 JUN 11 1979

Bureau
WFO
AEP: baw
(2)

Approved: 37,371 13/079
Transmitted: (Number) (Time)
Per

FBI
ASSOCIATES

The following interviews were conducted by SA from 3/26 - 29/79.

... advised that he has known the appointee and her husband for approximately six or seven years on a social basis.

... described the appointee as "a great and sometimes flamboyant woman." She was bright and most capable.

... advised that he was most impressed with the appointee, Marian Ann Javits, her demeanor, attitude and intelligent personality. He found no reason to doubt Javits morals, associates or loyalty to the country and he therefore endorsed. ... interjected that his knowledge with regard to the appointee was primarily social.
CREDIT AND POLICE AGENCIES

SC caused a search to be made of the files of the Credit Bureau, Incorporated, Washington, D.C., and was advised on March 7, 1979, that the files contained a satisfactory credit record for the appointee, MARIAN ANN JAVITS.

On March 5, 1979, SC determined that no arrest record was contained in the Metropolitan Police Department files concerning the appointee or her relatives.

It is to be noted that at all times an indefinite number of unidentified records are out of file and not available for review.

On March 5, 1979, SC determined that no record was contained in the Department of Transportation, Bureau of Motor Vehicle Services, Government of the District of Columbia files concerning MARIAN ANN JAVITS or her relatives.

On March 5, 1979, SC searched the files of the U.S. Park Police and no identifiable adult criminal or traffic record could be located regarding the appointee.

Office of Personnel Management (OPM)

SC caused a search to be made of the files of the Office of Personnel Management, and was advised on March 15, 1979, that the OPM had conducted a National Agency Check only in April of 1976, for the National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities with favorable results.

U.S. Secret Service

SC caused a search to be made of the files of the U.S. Secret Service, Department of the Treasury, and was advised on March 8, 1979, that no record was found concerning the appointee, MARIAN ANN JAVITS.
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM: SAC, ALEXANDRIA (161-6710) (RUC)

MARIAN ANN JAVITS, nee Borris, aka Mrs. Jacob Koppel Javits
SPECIAL INQUIRY (B)
BUDED: 3/7/79 WOF

Re Bureau teletype and airtel to WFO, 2/28/79

All individuals contacted were apprised of the provisions of the Privacy Act and those requesting confidentiality have been so noted.
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD—SENATE

September 23, 1980

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, if there be no further business to come before the Senate, I move that the Senate stand in recess until 9:45 tomorrow morning.

The motion was seconded; and at 7:59 p.m. the Senate recessed until tomorrow, Wednesday, September 24, 1980, at 9:45 a.m.

CONFIRMATIONS

Executive nominations confirmed by the Senate September 23, 1980:

Administrative Conference of the United States

Reuben B. Robertson, of the District of Columbia, to be Chairman of the Administrative Conference of the United States for a term of 5 years.

Department of Justice

Brian F. Jofrion, of Louisiana, to be U.S. Marshal for the Western District of Louisiana for the term of 4 years.

Harry Alan Scarr, of Virginia, to be Director of the Bureau of Justice Statistics.

Commission on Civil Rights

Blanche A. Komer, of Texas, to be a Member of the Commission on Civil Rights.

National Science Foundation

The following-named persons to be Members of the National Science Board, National Science Foundation, for terms expiring May 10, 1986:

Mary Love Good, of Louisiana.

Peter T. Flavin, of Texas.

Peter David Las, of New York.

Honore A. Neal, of Indiana.

Mary Jane Osborn, of Connecticut.

Donald B. Rice, of California.

Stuart A. Rice, of Illinois.

John Brooks Slaughter, of Washington, to be Director of the National Science Foundation for a term of 5 years.

National Council on the Humanities

The following-named persons to be Members of the National Council on the Humanities for terms expiring January 20, 1982:

Marion R. Talus, of New York.

National Council on the Handicapped

Odessa Komer, of Michigan, to be a Member of the National Council on the Handicapped for a term of 4 years.

The above nominations were approved subject to the nominees' consent to reappoint them after any duly constituted committee of the Senate.

Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences

The following-named persons to be Members of the Board of Regents of the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences for the terms indicated:

For terms expiring June 20, 1983: Robert Higginson Ebert, of New York.

Eugene M. Parker, of California.

For terms expiring June 20, 1985:

Robert A. Cushman, of Ohio.

Caro Elise Luhre, of the District of Columbia.

William R. Roy, of Kansas.

it, but when profits are plentiful from conventional technologies?

Can outdated, burdensome economic regulations be reduced without sacrificing necessary regulatory protection for public health and safety?

Can massive capital be accumulated to rebalance our national infrastructure, particularly our transportation systems, and provide jobs for the structurally unemployed?

These complex questions must be addressed over the next two decades within the context of the national agenda suggested above. But aside from their basic economic character, these issues are noteworthy for their resistance to traditional ideological orthodoxy. The profound differences between Republican and Democratic philosophy and principles remain. And so they should. But the world and its problems change, and outdated programs and dogmas must give way if answers are to be found.

The Democratic Party offers the best chance for consensus—through economic opportunity and social equity—and thus the best chance for resolution of the economic agenda. And that consensus can be extended to defense and foreign policy, as well as energy development and resource management.

Mr. Chairman, a democracy...is the most complex of all the forms of state, for it has to begin by uniting the will of all so as to form a people; and then it has to appoint a sovereign over this common union, which sovereign is no other than the united will expressed.

It is complex to unite the American will. But the Democrats of the future must do it; and once it is done, our national will is invincible.

FOREIGN SERVICE ACT OF 1980

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, on behalf of Mr. CHURCH, I ask the Chair to lay before the Senate a message from the House of Representatives on H.R. 7749.

The PRESIDING OFFICER laid before the Senate a message from the House of Representatives announcing its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate to the House-passed H.R. 7749, to promote the foreign policy of the United States by strengthening and improving the Foreign Service of the United States, and for other purposes, and requesting a conference with the Senate on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses thereon.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. On behalf of Mr. CHURCH, I move that the Senate insist upon its amendment and agree to the request of the House for a conference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses thereon, and that the Chair be authorized to appoint the conferees on the part of the Senate.

Mr. STEVENS. There is no objection.

The motion was agreed to; and the Presiding Officer appointed Mr. CHURCH, Mr. FELL, Mr. EDEN, Mr. THOMAS, Mr. JUDD, Mr. HERSCHHOFF, and Mr. HELMS conferees on the part of the Senate.

RECESS UNTIL 9:45 A.M. TOMORROW

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, if there be no further business to come before the Senate, I move that the Senate stand in recess until 9:45 tomorrow morning.

The motion was seconded; and at 7:59 p.m. the Senate recessed until tomorrow, Wednesday, September 24, 1980, at 9:45 a.m.

MARCUS COHN, of Maryland.

Samuel DoBois Cook, of Louisiana.

Roland Paul Dille, of Minnesota.

A. Bartlett Giamatti, of Connecticut.

George Alexander Kennedy, of North Carolina.

Louise Ano Newell Hart, of Illinois.

Frances Dodson Rhode, of Indiana.

Phillip Aaron Schaefer, of California.

Alphonse Ame, of California.

National Council on the Arts

The following-named persons to be Members of the National Council on the Arts for terms expiring September 3, 1986:

Kurt Herbert Adler, of California.

Margo Albert, of California.

Robert Joffrey, of New York.

Toni Morrison, of New York.

Isho Ming Pei, of New York.

Lida Rogers, of Mississippi.

Eva L'Allemanc, of Massachusetts, to be a Member of the National Council on the Arts for the term expiring September 3, 1986.

National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

The following-named persons to be Members of the National Commission on Libraries and Information Science for terms expiring October 19, 1985:

Charles William Benton, of Illinois.

Gordon M. Ambach, of New York.

Joseph R. Holloway, of Louisiana.

National Consumer Cooperative Bank

Wayman D. Palmer, of Ohio, to be Director of the Office of Self-Help Development and Technical Assistance, National Consumer Cooperative Bank.

National Council on the Humanities

Marion R. Talus, of New York, to be a Member of the National Council on the Humanities for a remainder of the term expiring January 20, 1982.

National Council on the Handicapped

Odessa Komer, of Michigan, to be a Member of the National Council on the Handicapped for a term of 4 years.

The above nominations were approved subject to the nominees' consent to reappoint them after any duly constituted committee of the Senate.

Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences

The following-named persons to be Members of the Board of Regents of the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences for the terms indicated:

For terms expiring June 20, 1983:

Robert Higgins Ebert, of New York.

Eugene M. Parker, of California.

For terms expiring June 20, 1985:

Joseph H. Cavanaugh, of Minnesota.

William R. Roy, of Kansas.